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These students obviously value having a lot of space that they don't 
have lo share. On the other hand, some students keep their books and 
bags close to them. making others aware that they don't have a 
problem sharing the space around them with other students. 

Territoriality can also be associated with states or nations. 
Government and social ideas are also associated with territoriulity. A 
nation state can establish common ideals amongst its citizens which 
lead to territoriality. Nationalism is an cxamplc of this. National 
pride, comlnon religious practices, and politics all play a role in a 
state's territoriality. Technological advancement has, to a large extent, 
honed up the acquisitivc imperative of gadgets that on the one hand, 
appear to make finding solulion to sundry social, co~nmunication and 
cducstional problems easier, but on the other, do add to the pressure 
lo acquire more. For example, most members of this audience would 
prefer to part with a finger than to be without their handsets. My 
rcccnt expcricncc enlightened mc to the fact that sponsoring a child to 
read law or medicine requires that such wards are equipped with 
functional laptops. Also, there is an obvioirs status differential 
bctwecn a home setting where television nctwork viewing is madc 
possible by a fourteen inch colour Lelevision and a flat screen 
appliance. Arising from the above, therefore, it becomes easier to 
imagine that therc evidently would exist a confidence and esteem 
differential between an individual from the 'have not' background 
and the one from the 'have' background. In assessing the underlying 
motivation for human behaviour therefore, issues of the yhysicvll 
environment becomes a factor that must be controlled for, if the effort 
of describing, predicting and prescribing behaviour is to be 
scientifically accomplished. 



llitcrnal environment 

These art: the intnn~itde en\ ironments that consistct~tlq act as 
behaviour prompts. :ind in spite or  their inrangibility they arc 
irnplicated as the reason uhy we do rllost of uhnt u e  do. Tno are 
isolnted i i ~  incntion herc: thesc arc tlic ps~cl~ologicr~l and the 
c.onrirzgc7?rc.js cn\~ironrncnts. 
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The psychological environment provides for us the i~npctus to 
categorically rate ourselves as being a member of the out-group or the 
in-group. belonging or not belonging, capable or incapable, efficient 
or inefficient etc. It is this rating, most often, subjectivcly arrivcd at, 
that encourages us lo do or discourages us from doing. The following 
constructs command quite a space in the academic and pedestrian 
phraseology; 'superiority complex', 'inferiority comple.~', 
'arrogance'. 'pompousity', 'unassertiveness', 'imobtrusive', 'clumsy', 
'engaging' etc. all of these and many more are words deployed to 
capture the psychological stale of the person being described. The 
psycllological environment is a creation of several interlocking 
factors. These factors have been captured by scveral theories of 
psychology, parlicularly in the cognitive psychology field. Three of 
these will be highlighted here. 

Leon Festinger (1 91 9-1 990) through his theory of cognitive 
dissonance proved that individuals strive for internal consistency, 
with thoughts, beliefs, and feelings matching one's action\. In 
everyone's life, however, there will inevitably be occasions when 
actions arc not consistent with beliefs. According to Festinger, on 
such occasions as these, an individual experiences cognitive 
dissonance, or discomfort, caused by the inconsistency between 
beliefs and actions. The greater the personal responsibility felt for a 
troubling action, the greater the dissonance felt. This tension can only 
be relieved by making changes to bring the actions and beliefs into 
line with each other. This discomfort will often lead to a change in 
beliefs rather than changing actions, explaining it away: "Since I did 
that, Z must believe that it's acccptablc." Other local (Nigerian) 
example is illustrative of how people of conscience and virtue 
develop a set of belief systems to accommodate corruption 
im~nediatcly they arc appointed or elected to serve in a political 
position. Cognitive dissonance has been confirmed in many 
experiments that follow a common pattern: make people feel 
responsible for bchaviour thst violates their attitudes or beliefs and ibr 
which no clear justification is at hand, and then measure their 
attitudes again. It is often discovered that actions are likely to be 
explained away, e.g. we do often hear from Nigerian elites who 



operate at the civil ser.iict: Ic\,el such p1i l .a~~ 3 s  'il'!,ou \\ant to sta!. in. 
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C:ogtiirivc restructuring as reflected it1 cognitive t?eliaviour thcr:lpy, 
tliouph :i t11cr:lpy: (c~11-3[ive 11iethoc1) can be llscd L O  ill~sisate tlic 
p>\lcf~olngic:tl cnvironrncr~t. hccause its ~vorLi r :~  pal;iciigm dcsivcs 
fiom the asstrr~~ption that a clistostcd ~>sychologic::l environment will 
r.csult. in distostcd he11aviour:ll outcomes, i l l t :  cuse for \{.t!icl;l czn only 
be found by roaming the psycholo_cical cnviro;lmcnt of rhc ~tffcctccl 
indiviiiual to loc:ir-c rhc dysfur~ctional though[ p:lttenls (11. pcrceprions 
so as to rectil-y them. ,4lthough behavior [herapists tciid to fixus 
:~ttcntion on cxtcrn:11 stimuli and conscqucnccs :IS c:tuscs iji' 

~n:llad:~ptivc behavior, tliey also recognize thxt innny disorders: 
including dcpscssiori and :~rlxiet\i., cnn bc rooted in Ilow ciicnts 
pcsccivc rhcmsel\!cs and ihc \r!orld around thcm. As coynition 
(thinking) is a thsrii of behaviort it slioulcl be possible ro :11tc1- 
prc)blern:it.ic ~Iloirghts just as it  is possible: to clianyc orhcr- kinds of 

. . 
I>cha\!io~rr hy manip~r la t in~ stimi:li :~nd coIlscill~c~lces. (.'ogn~t~t:e- 
heh;ivior- thcr-apy (C137') t'ocuscs using Ic:~r-ning ~x-incipics to 
cliangc tlic \I;:\, clicnts tliink :uid, consec~ucntly. how tt~cy I?ch::vc its a 
rcsult of tt1:lt tl~inkirig. Aaron Ilcck, :t llueely influeniial co:_lr~iti\!c 
rt~esaj>ist, has h:tJ grc:tt succcss in the treatrncnt of dcprcssion viii 
cognitive I-cstructurin~. His approach assurncs t!ir:t ~nc::t;tl clisor~lcrs 
orizin:~tc i n  ktlsc hclicl's and et-r-01-3 of' logic. c~~llccl cogiiiti\~i: 
distostions. O\!cr. time, tlicsc Lllsr: beliefs (such tilings as "I can't tio 
;it1>:[t1ing sigtir,'. "I -112 :l t(>tal loser," "If 1 s:ky z ! iy t f~ i~ i~ .  they-11 211 



\u;!l pl11.a~~ as 'if !,ou \\ silt to stay in. think I ' m  an idiot") b q i n  to occur auromatic:tllj. so that the client 
nc\ cr stops to cons~dcr \i'hctlier ~ h e j  are even true (Beck. 1999). - - - 
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ilirrc.)/l Beck 

Anorf~er illr~strative work which highlights the psychological 
en\!i~-on~netit, is Albert Ellis's ~.ational-cmotiw behavior therapy 
!REI3T). Tn Ellis's view, mental distress is produced not so much by-' 
upsetting c\!ents as i t  is c:tusecl by rigid and maladaptive. ways in 
which ~vt: inrerprer: those events. The person with depression. for 
example. may interpret a suggestion as criticism: friendliness as pity, 
or enter all situ;itions with the belief that "I must be perfect at 
everything I do." Lilie Beck's ripproacl-t. REBT consists of helping the 
clie~lt zei-o i l l  on 1,liese irrational beliefs anit then cliallenping them. 
IJnlikt: neck's I-elativcly gentle approach, however, REDT illvolves a 
rnthcr blunt, confl.ont:itional approach. Like Beck's therapy. this 
~~pproscli in\!olves homework. A very shy danisel, for example..may 
be cncouragcil to sing loudly when done but knows she could be 
ficard or flirt wit11 Inen she finds attractive. so that she may come to 
realize that her- life does not frill apart as a result. Success in 
chxllcnging I'alse belie-fs ultimately elinlinates them, perhaps 
eli~nir~ating tlic resultant psychological disorder as well (Ellis, 1993). 

itlhc?rt Ellis 



The psychological environment exists as a direct function of the 
interaction between what in psychology is referred lo as [he 
naturelnurture continuum. A component of oilr psychological state is 
produced by the genetic gifts we inherited from our parents, while a 
larger portion is owed to both the conscious and unconscious learning 
processes we had the privilege of undergoing while growing. The 
psychological environment, therefore, is responsible for the building 
block of a person's esteem profile, confidence level, and the 'can do' 
spirit, all of which determine the measure of a person's personality 
rating. The dimension, depth and latitude of the p.sychologica1 
environment differ, no doubt, from individual to individual, largely as 
a rcsult of the different backgrounds that constitute the personality 
profile of the individual. For example, Hussein Bolt, today's world 
faqtest sprinter, according to his performance in the last London 
Olympic, may have ended up a secondary school sport's master. if 
given a Nigerian background. Also, that the Nigerian team taken lo 
the London Olympic in August last year came back without a mcdal 
to show for the enterprise into which inore than two billion Naira was 
sunk, and more than 36 diaspora Nigerians won medal for their foster 
countries, tell a talc in support of the havoc that a debilitating 
psychological environment can do'to a willing spirit. 

Arising from the above therefore, psychology, as a formal academic 
programme deployed to the enterprise of describing, predicting and 
prescribing behaviours of best fit, take special cognizance of a 
person's psychological environment when in operation as a tool for 
psychotherapy, counselling, clinical diagnoses or job design. 

The contingency environment describes those psychological factors 
that predispose a person to taking decisions when confronted with a 
situational event he least prepares for. Assessment in this catcgory 
involves questions such as, does the situation require a decision lo he 
taken, what kind of decision needs be taken, how many decision 
options arc available, who takes the decision, and what end would the 
decision taken achieve etc. All of these considerations are expected to 
come in a flash, within a fraction of a second. and the right decision 
capable of solving situation-specific occurrences is expected as an 
outcome, that would determine'fault lines between the stable and the 
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u~istable personality types. hTot too long :+.go in our national history, 
we heard'of an army colonel whose reaction to an initatins traffic 
obstruction caused by an 'okada' ridel-. was to pull out a pistol and 
shot to death the assumed offender. This behaviour will definitely nor 
typify every :umy colonel confronted by similar situations. What does 
a man do when he catches his wife I-ed handed committing adultery 
on their matrimonial bed, or a woman catches her husb:itid sexuiilly 
despoiling their only daughter in their bedroom, or a man losing his 
job on the eve of his daughter's wedding etc. To deal effectively with 
these scen:t.rios and suchlike, a person will need to depend on his 
residual psychological apparatuses to colne up with decisions that will 
speak positively for his personality pi.ofile at the instance of 
encountering sudden but devastating unexpected. eventualities. It is 
the residual psychological apparatuses that is here, refened to as the 
conrirrgcncy environment. 



The human personality structurc is usually dcscribed as 
compartmentalized into the cognitive, affective, and psychomotoric 
domains. Three domains popular in psychology for explaining the 
intricate but fluid interconnectivity between the functions of thc brain, 
the heart and the limbs, these being the major organs responsible for 
initiating, leveraging and dispensing behaviour that is often reflective 
of a person's personality profile. At the cent~e of the cognitive 
domain is the brain which functions principally in the direction of 
interpreting the stimuli reccived from the gencral environment for 
what they are in terms of shape, structure, value classification, and the 
action required to deal with them. For the brain to perform this task 
optimally, the five sensory organs must function flawlessly by 
sending the right signals to it. When a level of harmony exists 
between the functioning of the sensory organs and the brain. objects 
seen, sensations felt, odours perccived, sounds heard and the taste 
regimes will aid the brain to come up with the best interpretation that 
would inform the right action. Whether whatever action taken is 
assessed as norm-compliant or not, depends on the quality of braill 
that is at the centre of the cognitive factory. 

To measure the quality of a person's brain, psychologists and a host 
of experts in the helping professions (medical. nursing, pharmacy, 
therapists etc.) have always asked the question; what is intelligcncc? 
The answer to this question seem to depend very much on who ix 
asked. The subject has engaged thinkers for at least as long as people 
have been writing down their thoughts, and possibly for much longer. 
Intelligence-related terms are used all the time. If someone mentions a 
friend who is very smart, for cxamplc, the listener will surcly have 
some general idea of what is meant. The concept of stupidity is 
equally intuitive. Coming to a real agreement on all the different 
things that it entails, however, may prove much harder. Does bcing 
intelligent mean knowing a lot of facts? Does it mean being able to 
solve mathematics problems quickly? Is fast reaction time important'? 
Docs a high score on an IQ cnsurc survival for a week in the jungle 
with just an ai-sow? Most introductory psychology textbooks attempt 
to provide a quick theoretical definition. Here's a favourite: 
intelligence is "the capacity to understand the world and the 
resourcefulness to cope with its challenges." In psychological science 
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it is very important to come up with an operational definition of a 
co~lstruct before studying i t  empirically. To operationally define 
something (or operationalize it) means to define it in a way that will 
allow its measurement. This principle has allowed psychologists to 
sidestep all the sticky philosophical arguments about the nature of 
intelligence by defining it as: intelligence is what intelligence tests 
measure. That is the defi~litio~l many researches on intellige~lce that 
actually involves measurement have used, at any rate. 

But again, this answer leads to another question thus: what do 
intelligence tests measure? Answering it may require a digression 
about psychological tests and how they work. A basic dcfinitior~ 
would be that a psychological test is an objective, standardized 
measure of a sample of behaviour. A standardized measure is a 
procedure that is carried out in exactly the same way every time 
somebody takes the test. This means that the instructions given must 
be the same, and all other test conditions such as time limit and type 
of location, as well as such subtleties as ambient temperature and 
lighting, should be kept constant to whatever extent that i t  is possible. 
To say that i t  is objective means that scoring is just as standardii-ed as 
h e  rest of the test conditions. Personal opinions and feelings or the 
person scoring the test must not be allowed to influence the score that 
is given (Hawthorne effect). This means that the manual for 
adn~inistering the test has to be very speciric about which answers me 
correct and which are not, so no personal judgment is involved. The 
third part of the definition is probably the most important, and the 
most frequently forgotten: a test score is simply a sumple of behavior. 
It is not a measure, in other words, of the person's overall ability in all 
things, but rather it is just a measure of how that person was able to 
perform on a particular occasion. at a particular place and time. 
Anyone who has ever taken an exam with insuff~cicnt sleep or under 
really noisy conditions is aware that a test may not always give n true 
measure of a person's ability. 

This scholar has devoted most of his God given talents to the 
development of psychological test instruments which are relevant to 
the scientific measurement oT human behaviour both locally and 

. internationally. At the last count, Mr Vice chancellor sir, I have seven 
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to my credit. all o-f which :ire widely ilsed in Nigerian uni~;ersities 
where psycliolopy programme is run. In order to buttress the theme of 
this lectwe. the test instruments shall be discussed as this lecturc 
progresses. 

The affective dornrii~i refers to the 
; classificrttion of human behaviour 

as :i function of the emotionality 
I"@-*- C chat detem~ines the intensitv or 

otherwise of beha\lioural 
enactment. The organs that 
rep re sen^ the physiological engine 
room of this domain is the heart. 
and the main operational de~icc  
used is the blood and thc rate at 

f 
I .- + *! which it is pumped whether at 
I -':=: faster or slower rate to other organs 
! *y,?. --; -,;-; :&+ -; 

_-.I" - .  . . I &  , , -, of the body that would be required 
f c j ~  iic!lc-171 auv'lrlir: 2n iici:crn I I C C ~ S  be taken. For exmlplc, when thc 
individual encounters a contingency situation that would warr,mt a 
flee or fight split second decision taking. The brain through 
neurological machineries com~nrinnd the heart to pump blood i n  
sufficient quantity to the organ that will be required to perfotm an 
action. T+licn we encounter a fe;irf~11 situation and we decide to t igl~t~ 
Illore blood is pumped to the organs designed to c a w  out the' task; the 
alnls, the muscles and the legs. But if we decide to flee. for ex:i~iiplc: 
in the case of an encounter with a snake. a liint of the presence of a 
suicide bomber, the assumed presence of a ghost i~nmediately NEPA 
disrupt light in rhe night etc. more blood ~vill. he pumped to our legs 
which is the main organ desigrled for locomotion and action during 
flight. In its wisdom the brain will shut down to a minimal levcl blood 
tlow to organs that require less activation ar ~liis p~t icular  point in 
time. Enlil Zstopek a medallist i n  the London Oly~i~pic of year 2012 
was qulstio~~ed by a joun~alist on his unusual facial expression kvlien 
running, lie replied. 'I was not talented enough to run and smile at the 
same time'. 

The above aptly ----- illus~rates the brain's priositizarion of blood 
----- ----- 

distribution to rctlect the need requirement of the hody. Thc organs of 
18 
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the body that will require ample blood supply during sexual encounter 
would be different from the ones activated during verbal outrage, job 
interviews, or when watching one's favourite game. The affective 
domain controls the emotion that underlies why women cry more to 
emphasize hurt when presenting their side of the story during 
altercation with their husbands, and why men prefer to engage in 
fislicuff rather than verbally abuse an opponent. Among the athletes 
that won gold medals, in the last Olympic Games and in whose 
honour their national anthems were sung, 71% of those who cried 
were women while 29% were male. Why this was so is a research for 
another day. 

The psychomotoric domain encapsulates activilies of the limb and 
other movable parts of the physical body (ear, nose eye, head. buttock 
etc.) as controlled by the brain for use in expressing behaviour. A 
wink, a handshake, a hug, a kiss, all have a universal language of 
acceptance, flowing of tears from the eye universally conveys a deep 
seated feeling of sadness or joy, just as an embrace signals welcome 
or goodbye to a loved one. This domain, as seemingly inexpressive as 
it appears, is packed full of the essentials of cultural codes, without 
the mastery or which a stranger is easily detected as a inember of the 
out groilp. It equally underlies the essential survival instinct required 
to stay alive amidst the varying danger spots of life. For example, as it 
has been researched by this scholar, greeting formalities are form of 
behaviour script among the Yoruba of south west Nigeria that is 
spontaneously deployed as a tool to tell a well cultured member of 
their race apart from the presumably uncultured foreigners. The 
Indians hardly express acceptance and love by kissing in the open like 
the Americans do; same could be vouchsafed for the Afiican person 
where the culture has not been significantly diluted. 

The three domains highlighted above form the central core of what 
informs how effective or otherwise the colztingency environment 
would function for an individual. Before decisions are made in 
psychology, whether for clinical, therapy or counselling, contingency 
environmental factors are carefully weighed for their nirisance value 
or othe~wise. 



Similarities and differences in the methods of scientific and 
Traditional behaviour analysis 

The central aim of scientific behaviour analysis is to isolate and do a 
critical observation of a sa~npled behaviour clip, paying attention in 
the process, to the description of the subject matter by assigning to it a 
categorization and classificatory label. Time, locale, and the actual 
manner adopted to conduct the study is considered important for 
descriptive and inferential accuracy, both of which are required to 
generalize across a population of similar characteris tics. The two moqt 
popular designs adopted by scientific behaviour analysts are the 
longitudinal and cross sectional designs, the third being the admixture 
of the two. In a longitudinal study, changes in behaviour that are 
ascribable to developmental growth periods are painstakingly 
observed. This definitely will span several years of observation that 
would yield remarkable data to contend with. This particular method 
has been used to debunk a number of Freudian assertions that have 
little basis in empirical validity. For example, the regression defence 
mechanism by Freud suggests that a person retreats to an earlier more 
infantile state of development in order to re-enact the warmth and the 
protection only a mother can provide. This, according to him, lnay be 
activated when as an adult, he is rejected by friends and suffers a loss 
of self-esteem. The works of Erik Erikson, Baumrind, Piaget and such 
likes have shown that other potentially significant social indices do 
manifest in the process of developmental transformation that can 
more convincingly explain reaction to failure in adulthood. Thcsc are 
scholars who have adopted longitudinal study design to arrive at their 
various conclusions. 

The cross sectional design, by far the most commonly adopted 
because of its low susceptibility to participant mortality, adopts a 
method by which behaviour is measured across situations using ah 
participants, randomly selected individuals that are fairly 
representative of the target population. Because it saves time and 
allows for quicker data gathering opportunity, scholars get attracted to 
it as their choice design for educational research purposes. Each 
design (longitudinal and cross sectional) has at its disposal for use, 
four specific methods by which answers are generated to explain 
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issues that emanate from myriads of psychological queries that daily 
engage the attention of scholars in the field of behaviour analysis. 
These are the survey method, whose focus is to describe behaviour 
pattern across environments, comparative methods, which compare 
data gathered on two or more groups with fairly similar chasacteristicx 
and show whether a degree of similarity or difference exists in their 
attitude towards given psychological situations such as performance, 
likes, dislikes etc, the correlational method which seeks to establish 
the existence of a relationship between any given individual's 
attribute that has contiguous variability, in order to ascertain the level 
of congruence between the variables. and the experimental method 
whose focus is to establish a cause and effect relationship betwccrl 
research variables. Whereas these methods have procedures that 
distinguish them from one another. a combination of two or more are 
often required to explain the outcome of formulated hypotheses. 

To conduct a survey study scientifically, attention is paid to thc scope 
of' the study population that would justify succinct descriptive 
accuracy. Such terminologies as rundomization. rc~presc~iztativoness, 
scope etc. are central to survey procedures. When painstakingly 
conducted, it possesses the capacity to yield results upon which cross 
cultural attitude to a number of psychological constructs can be 
described. For example; the popular notion that the Yoruba of south 
west Nigeria are pleasure seekers, that the Igbo of south eaht Nigeria 
are money minders, and that the Hausa/Fulani of northern Nigeria are 
power grabbers can all bc subjected to a survey study that would yield 
a behaviour script capable of fairly accurately confirming or 
disconf7nning the above haphazardly set hypotheses. 

One might like to ask; do people carry out survey studies in the 
traditional setting to justify the myriads of assertions made while 
describing people from climes other than their own? Yes, they do, but 
the way this is done is reflective of Carl Jung's (1875 - 1961) theory 
of 



Curl þ tun^ 

of analytic psychology: in which he espouses that in addition to the 
individual u~iconscious. all tiu~nrins possess a collective unconscious. 
containing symbols and images shared by all. These symbols and 
images. known as archetypes, emerge as common elements in dreri~iis 
and myths, such as, mother being a symbol of nurturance, or creation 
stories that include the occurrence of a gea t  flood etc. Their. presencc 
in the collective unconscious explains why so many myths and stories 
appear repeatedly. with minor variations, in widely separated areas of 
thc world. But like Freud. Jung has had ;I Ixge impact on literary 
criticism and popular culture, but has experienced a steadily 
diminishing reputation within the ficld of psychology. for very similar 
reasons: his ideas. while interesting. are riot especially scientific, 
because they are 1:trgely untestahle. His impact on the study of world 
mythologies has been large, especially tl~rough the work of Joseph 
Ca~ilpbell. author of many books on the cultilral and psycholocrical 
significance of mythology and folktales, but psychologists tend TO be 
wary of some of Iiis illore outlandish notions, such as tlie concept of 
synchronicity. a vaguely defined "connecting principle" through 

. which coincidences are meaningfirl and all events are ~~ltirnately 
related in more than a casual way. Remember the popul:ir Yoruba 
myth about the premonition tied to a scenario like going for an 
important meeting and knocking: mistakenly though; the right or left 
.foot against a hard ob-ject, and using the incidence as a prediction of 
success or failure for tlie outcome of whatever venture one is out to 

achieve. .Most psvcl~ol~~gis~s. seeing no way of proving or disproving 
SLICII assertions as this, will doubt the Tu3iZi3iG~ of-tfi-e~fimx m&.- 
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The cornparafive method makes use of techniques that are designed to 
detect the degree of similarities or differences that exist between two 
or more fairly equal independent groups, and is often used to 
dctcrminc the shades of diffcrenccs or similarities present in the 
attitudinal disposition of individuals to certain psychological 
constructs. To make this method truly scientific. several empirical 
prixedures are observed, among which are, making the comparison 
group fairly equal in attributes of interest, collecting comparison data 
that arc not lopsided and relying on appropriate statistical design for 
interpretation. This method comes quite handy in the effo11 requiring 
that gender differentials are empirically captured. The idea whether 
the standard of education in Nigeria is falling, for cxample, can be 
resolved quite effectively, if the right indices of educational 
attainments are isolated and compared across generational divides. 
The udscientific mistake common to many pcople is to isolate fluency 
in spoken and written English language as a measure of educational 
standard, conveniently forgetting other factors such as the political, 
social and economic environment, and the ullimate essence or 
education which is the need to device means by which sundry 
environmental problcms can have solution. 

Outside the scientific field, comparison becomes quite awkward and 
cumbcrsomc, owing to the fact that superficial icon that catches the 
eye, or tales that are haphazardly told, which affect little consideration 
for other mediating factors are often used as bases for comparing two 
indepcndcnt individuals or groups. For example, if am a lawycr and 
my father is a lawyer, then, my son must be a lawyer, a scenario 
common in the attitude of some parcnts, particularly the elitc, who 
would coerce their children to tow their line of career. Often than not, 
this trend will result in a dislocated career path for such a child. First- 
hand cxpcricncc confirms for me that every one third of thc 
prospective students admitted each year in this university to study 
coilrses in the natural and the health sciences end up in the social 
sciences. A survey of the factors underlying this development 
implicate parental intrusion as constiluting 43% (Elegbeleye, 2004) of 
why the students choose courses they ordinarily would not have 
chosen had they been given free hands ab-initio to make their own 
choices. 



Other faulty comparisons that have important implication for soci;\l 
harmony is the one encountered in the marital institution, whcrc after 
a separation through divorce. or the death of one spouse, a new onc i \  
brought on board. Often, the new hand is assessed using the posilive 
parameters common with the ex. But when negative ends arc brought 
about by the faulty comparison paradigm, consideration for other 
outlets become available options, likely to lead to incidents of serial 
marriage or dating. A faulty gsoup comparison, on the other hand, 
can also be cited in the historical account of the average white man 
not giving credence to an avcrage black man to outperform his white 
counterpart on intelligence tests. This may have a deep root in the 
manner in which Africans were driven into slavery in the Seventcetlth 
and Eighteenth century, and their territories colonized in the ~nitl 
Nineteenth century. 

The third tnethod common to the scientific rneasurcment of bchaviour 
is the correlation method. It is the most common way of handling the 
data from observational (non-experimental) studies in psychology. A 
correlation coefficient is a single number that indicates the nature ; ~ n d  
the strength of the relationship between two sets of numbers. V:llues 
can range bctwecn -1.0 and 1 .O. A positive number mcans high scores 
on one factor acco~npanying a high score on the other factor being 
studied - as one goes up, so does the other. A negative correlation 
indicates an inverse relationship - as one goes up, the other goes 
down. The closer the correlation gets to an absolule value (positive or 
negative) of 1 .O, the stronger the measured relationship is. For 
example, thcre is a strong positivc correlation bctwcen shoe sizc and 
kouser size, particularly during childhood -as one number g ( m  up. 
so does the other. There is also a ncgativc correlation betwecn thc air 
lemperature and the number of layers of clothing that people \~jo[rld 
need to wear to ward off the biting effect of the cold -a\ [he 
temperature rises, fewer clothes are rcquired to be worn. 

It is in the area of establishifig relationship that the non-scientific 
assumptions become more problematic and inconsistent with the 
truth. This is by way of assumi~lg that a correlation represents n causal 
relationship. Sometimes this is a reasonable assumption - the strong 
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positi\:e cor-r.cl:ition bct\vccn consistelit dl112 ingestion nriii illusion 
ilcllcit, for examplc -and so~netirnes i t  is nor. Talie, for csarnplc? the 
strong posirive col-rc1:ltion bctwcen tlie number oS chur-clics in a city 
and thc nunibcr c-)f h:vs. Intc~nationally, as one number increases. so 
does tlii: other-. ;I c:tusnl interp~.etation may tempt us to assume that 
I-elision drives people t'o drink, or con\!el.scly that. perhaps tlie 
co~isurnl!tion o f  ~tlcoliol leads to greater religiosity. Note that rhe1.c is 
nothi~ig i l r  tlie dltra themselves to indicate either- :I causal relationship 
or the direction of such a relationship !~vliich variable causes whicli), 
if one \vc~-c to exist. In I'i~ct, [lie rclationship hct\vecn the two numbers 
is :@n explained by a third variable. in this case population 
expansion. Larpct. towris and cities h:t\!c both more churches :ind 
more b:ux. X c:l~ise-and-cffect re1:~tionship \i!ould clearly be an 
inspl!rol?riarc in tcll?ret:ltion of the foregoing example. 

I n  ~mpo~.t:uit n,~rnine tl~ou_cl~. cause-and-el'fect intcrpt.etationc: :lrc 
c r l r ~ t r v s  in;tppropriate lbr- con-elational daia. Sometime\ the dat3 may 
,~c tu ,~ l l  rcpicscnt a causal se!atiouship. but rI1c1.c is no u:iy of telling 
flu111 the col-rc1atlo-n cocfficierit :done. For examplc. imagine. 
~o~nct~r i ics  in !ear 2012. tlic Scderal _co\crnrnerit of Xiperin rnaking a 
2re:lt she\\ c\f pm-adiiig :i group of ,Almajiri children \vith \pariling 
school unifortn. b'tck- p x b s  and boohs rnarchiilg then1 to the 
clar~room. Iieason: the pr-cscncc of so nianj illmajiri children \xho 
asc i t  tiout cducatior~ i \  rl-uiirnriirnmmlumnuii 



assumed to provide recruiting opportunity for all forms of violcnce 
prevalent in the northern part of the country, but conveniently 
forgetting that most of the weaponry deployed to perpetrate llie 
vilolence (not excluding IEDs Improvised explosive devices) are not 
manufactured and handled by an unlettered hands. The other example, 
is: if am the second wife in a polygamous family and I suffer 
barrenness for a few years of my marriage, the first wife must be 
responsible for my inability to have children because she wants the 
family for herself and her children alone etc. 

The only type of psychological research that allows causal inferences 
to bc drawn is the experimcntal design, which will be discussed 
shortly. Despite this, causal inferences are made all the lime. 
Politicians are major offenders. Many Nigerian leaders for example, 
usually allot credit to themselves for improvements in certain 
economic indicators by coi~elating the figures with their months or 
years in office. For example, the introduction of the GSM (Global 
Syhtem of Mobile communication) is often accredited to former 
president Obasanjo as a development index during his rulership. 
nobody remembers to juxtapose the assertion with the development of 
cable television network that remains the exclusive of foreignerh lo 
manage for Nigerians. It is easy to score cheap political points by 
simply examining available statistics for performance against the 
backdrop of piecemeal rather than holistic data. Indeed there is not 
enough information contained in a set of correlational data to assume 
a causal conncction. Be alert for this sort of thing -it's everywhere 
and it's a clever way of lying. 

The tendency to confuse correlation with causation is a pert'ec~ly 
natural one. and one which serves an adaptive function, despite 
sonietimes being wrong. Recognizing that two things that occur 
consecutively may share a causal relationship is not a bad thing - 
consider the survival value of noticing that a certain type of cloud 
often precedes a dangerous thunderstorm or that a certain type of 
activity by birds often precedes the arrival of a tiger by a few second\. 
Indulging too much in this kind of correlational attributes can also 
lead us to see such relationships where none exists. There is however, 
a phenomenon known as illusory co-variation which can explain the 
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popularity of cigarette smoking among its addicts. The myriads of 
g opportunity for all forms of v~olcnce warnings linking the habit with lung cancer is ignored at the expense 
)art of the country, but cvnvenien tly of an assumed pleasant effect derivable from it, an excuse which weaponry deployed to perpetrate t lie differs from one smoker to the other, for some, it is about relaxation, 
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themselves. The real of correlation is to indicate whether two 
variables arc related in some way and how strong that relationship is 
-~t cannot tell us anything else about the nature of that relationship. 
When we get promising results from correlations. we can then use 
these data to plan experiments to test whether a causal relationship of 
any sort actually exists. 

The experimental method of scientifically analysing behaviour 
focuses attention more on establishing cause and effect relationship 
between two or more variables (any utterance descriptive of a given 
unit of abstract behaviour), often classified as independent (IV) and 
dependent variables DV), usually, attention is equally paid to the 
intervening or mediating variables, which, if not properly controlled 
for, can contaminate the health of an experimental research outcome. 
The indepeizderit variable is so called because it is a variable that by 
itself is harmless, but when stimulated or, in the usual parlance, 
manipulated. it can precipitate a number of reactions known as the 
dependent vuriables. For example, you intend to measure how 
effectively the use of calculator can make students solve mathematics 
problems faster, you provide one out of two groups of students with 
calculators while the other group is denied the opportunity. If after the 
two groups have been assigned a mathematics task to solve over Lime, 
the group provided with calculators turn out to work mathematics 
problems faster than those who are not availed similar opportunity, it 
could then be authoritatively said that, sohting mathematics problem 
(independent vuriuble) faster (dependent vuriubk) is as a result of the 
provision of the calculators (manipulation) to the experimental group, 
i.e. t hexoup  on whom some actions are performed. This is not to -- 

---- ---- ----- 
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ovcl-look ~ l le  fact that espcrimental conditiolis for rhil two g~~oiips: or 
th~.cc, \vlicre tlicrc is a control _c~c)uJ>.  n~ust be rnadc ves? silnilas. 

(.!su3llg. rflis kind of study incrliod is popular with ttie I~iological 
and l?iiysical sciences, rather than thc social sciencest essc~itially 
hec :~~~se  its rigid nature is 0ftc1-1 di.fficu11: to adapt ro tlic socizl 
sciences: howcvcr its underlying usefulness ~-ccom:ne~ids i t  for 1 1 s ~  i n  
the social sciences. For example: it. has beer1 founcl that it allo\iw the 
itn3lyst to draw causal i~ll'ercnces and observe. t\!ith relutive else, 
\\:hether 01. not the intdcpcndcnt variable cai~sctl ch:tngcs in the 
dcl?cnctent variable. This mc~liod has hccrl l.ound to I?e the most 
effective n~ethoil of describing. predicting and prescribing norm 
complia~~t hehnviours. 

Is there 3 remote rcscmblance of the expe~.iment;tl ;uialysis method in 
the  non-scienril?c model o f  analysii~g bchaviour? Emph:itically, No. 
'['his is one i~r~portanr zrca of betiaviour :iilalysis procedure that does 
not h a w  3 p:isallcl i n  the tr:lditio~ial or non-scientific mcthod of' 
annlysing human behaviour. With conlidellcc, onc c:~n sny t l i ~ ~ t  the 
cxpcriincntal mcthod of' an:tlysing bchaviour and its attendant 
proccdulc is rcsponsiblt: for gua~.antecitig social scientists an 
incontrovcrtiblc pl:lcc i n  the scientific world. Bcfore the efforts of 
\l\'ilhclm \+7undt (1832 - 1920) who csrahlishctl the ti1.s~ 12s.chology 
laboratory in I.,cipzig, Ciel-tnmy in 

\.I,,'il/ic:11~1 IVilnr 

11179 ti!ith the inrention of studying conscious exycric~ice t!~rougti 
. . 

\~:h:it he called 'introspection' ;ind the work of Frances C;slton 
(IS22 - .I91 1) i~llosc influence on rnodcrn psycl~ology and o n  
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xcicniiiic iricjuiry. catiliot be o\ret-st:tted. ;is he is rcsponsiblc I'oI. thc 
productiori ot' the first intclligcnce test hartcry. psychology remaiiied 
lal.gcl y a mcdley of unproven . assertions t tisoughout the West. I n  
hfr.icx and the rest 01' the SO called tftird worlcl. human hehaviour 
ancilysis remains at the mescy of con.fecturcs and trnpro\!eil :issci-tions. 
'I'lie I-c:tson for this is suhsumcd iu the cultur:ll beliet's that finilly 
situate 1itnii:tn behavio~ir:il tcndcncies in  the ~.e:ilm of u;li:tt in  
p \ycholo~>.  IS  nicl,n:11iied the extenlal locus of control. This can 

1 .;irnpl~ hc explsined as an attribi~t~on:~l ioclination to attach causal 
at.i:ihles to extcl-nal [actors. for c~ample  in most inc:int:itions, ulisecn 

I and int:mgil3le cpirits :u.c in~okccf. :tnd \\lien thc a~~ttc'ip:ttcd happens. 
thanhs 21-e renclcscd to the unsccn forccs that ni~thc i t  1i:tppcn. 

r- - 

Redestination, roughly meaning 311 advance decision !,y Ciod ahour 
events vvhicli in  soinc ~.cl i~ious beliefs. st:~id for the iloctrinc that 
Gocl. :l deity, or f:ltc has established in it~tvar~cc e\:cryLhi~lg tliil~ is 
going to happen ancl th:it nothing can change this. rc~n:iins a concept 
that provicies i~ltirnate explanation for happenstanccs and hum311 
bchaviour :tn;tlysis i n  genesal, pasticularlg ainong the YOI.LILXI o f  south 
western Nigeria (an ethtiic setting that typities otlicr ethnic setrings in 
.i.fsica as Iru. as belief systcrn ancl hunian hehaviotis analysis is 
conczrnectj. ?'liis schol:lr, in one of his papers (Elegheleye 2003~).  
described the Yoruhct attributional lnodel its follows: 

SOUIICES OF ,-l'L"1'KIBU'TION VALUES 

Thrce attsibutiu~i dimensions ottcn psotide the clue to thc Yol.t~l?,t's 



bclief about human behrt\ i o u ~  cl,\.;si tic:ltions. n;~ncly: 
predestination, personal cf'ficicncy met inherited l~cha\ioural 
scripts. 

Predestination 

I'redestination is a system of' belief that i11sist:s on :I PI-ciletcrmir~ccl Iik 
path for the hummi heing, who, trics as he ~nigtil. c~ i i r~o [  t7i1: 

unswervingly follow the path in accorclancc \vith thc dercrn~incr's 
wish. In  he Yoruba ontology of human person:l!i~, tlicr-e i s  a s ~ r u n ~  
belief that underlies t hc f:ic t that 11um:in personality is l~.i.clctcrm i nccl? 
in which case, a new-boni hahy is assur~~ect to h:lvc co;rlc inlo 111c 
world fully paclir~ged. This pacliagi112 coucrs. among ott1i.r tl~ings. 
personality rype. career choice, lifespan. the typc of spnux to r-ri:ln.y 
etc. It is therefore a common practice for pilrents to  seek thc 
expertise of diviners for guicisnce conccniing \i!hal I vpc ol' chilcl 111c 

i heavens have thrust in their care, and hy cxtcnsion. \i:tl:~t type 01' 

I behavioural pattern is to be expected of thc child 17. his pal-cnts. 

Baha Ye~ni Elcbuiho~i cn if:! 1'1.ic~i 

The Tfx oracle is the rnost favoured chtlnnel for cti\~inir~g ti::: Ttclc 
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of thc individual's allotted measure of fortunc and misfortune. All of 
tliese are expected to have been packaged for him to experience in his 
sojourn through life. This belief system may have borrowed heavily 
from the Greek mythology in which virtually all of an individual's 
beliaviour is understood to be propelled inexorably by divine 
predestination. This brings to mind the chronicled story of Oedipus 
Rex (essence of which was captured in Ola Roti~ni's play. 'The Gods 
are not to Blame'). In the Yoruba version. where an individual 
predominantly exhibits an antisocial behaviour, it is often said that he 
is troubled by his 'ori', hence 'ori n da a laamu' becomes a label by 
which a ne'er-do-well is described. This type of description detles all 
descriptive procedures followed in the scientific measurement option 
jrcrerred to above, i.e. exploring all the 'environments' for an 
answer), thus exposing the assessor to the strong possibility of 
subjective conclusions, from which eclually can derive f;iulty 
diagnoscs, leadirlg ultimately to wrong behavioural prescriptions. 

- .  
: ~ i !  of [he child I?y his ~?zr.ci~;s. The 'owo', which literally means the 'hand', is conceptually a 

construct that depicts the interplay between the individual's free-will 
. --- and his or her predestined nature. Through hard work, he can 

translate 'ori buruku' (misfortuncj to 'ori rerc' (success or valuable 
personality). It is thus not i~nusual to hear it said that 'owo-eni ni a fi 
1.1 t u n  iwa ara eni se', (hard work is what is required to translate 
misfortune to fortune), which originated from the Ifa corpus. 'Ese' is 

I another construct, the literal translation of which approximates the 
'leg', but conceptually, it emphasizes the judicious use to wllicli the 

+- - 
f '  

individual puts his locorrlotive freedom. This freedom is not blind to 
J the allolment predestined for the individual, who only has to t'ull'il his 

. . destiny by using his two feet to locomote himself into fortune or 
misfortune. A wife or a child that is described as possessing 'ese 

:ill i l.:i l'riest biu~tku' (bad leg), is a llarbinger of misfortune for whomever 
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harbours him or hcr. This construct is also uscd to describe the 
personality of an individual. For example; 'elesc osi' (owner of left 
leg) or 'elese osi meji' (possessor of two left legs) or 'elese buruku' 
(owner of a bad leg) arc all figurative expressions dcpictirig the 
construct of an ilnacceptable personality strewn with behavioural 
dispositions that are not norm compliant among the Yoruba. 



'Oruko' (name) is another construct that is used commonly to depict a 
person's personality (sum total of' enduring behaviour). The type of a 
name a child bears is thus a derivative of the Ifa divination and a 
pronouncement on his or her life-path. Right from birth, the name of 
the child is a label that directs attention to the kind of profession he 
muit choose. Names such as 'Abeegunde'. 'Ojeyemi' and 
'Eegundoyin' belong to the masquerade profession. 'Faseyi'. 
'Fadeyi', 'Fayoose' and 'Faponle' are example of names that tie the 
child to his divined confraternal antecedent. Names such as 
'Osungbol~un', 'Osundele' and 'Osungbayi' are labels that attacll (he 
child to the river goddess 'osun'. 'Balogun'. 'Akindele', 'Akinrefon', 
'Akogun' ctc. are associated with warfare and, by extension, are used 
to describe aggressive and bold personalities. A person's occupation 
is equally deployed as a behavioural labelling measure, which is 
believed can give a clue to his character portrait. For this reason, it  
comes easily to the Yoruba to define personality and performance 
through a person's name. The saying that 'Oruko lo n' 1-0 orno' (the 
child's name is a prompt for his behaviour) is an expression that 
conveys the belief that~person's name has an implicit value-tag that 
predisposes him to exr~ibit good or bad, aggressive or amiable, warm 
or hostile behaviour. This no doubt echoes Mbiti's (,1970) 
submission that: 

' traditional religions permeate all the departments of life. 
there is no formal disti~lctio~l between the sacred and the 
secular, between the religious and non-religious, between 
the spiritual and the material areas of life. Wherevcl* the 
African is, there is his religion'. 

Personal efficacy 

The belief in personal efficacy is as well entrenched in the Yoruba 
ontology as the belief in predestination, Personal erficacy is 
understood to be an cndowmcnt given to the individual as a possiblc 
means to eqcape the unpleasant and stifling effects of untownrd 
destiny. The personal mainstay of the individual is his ability to 
evoke thc admixture of internalized values with cour:tgc a n c l  
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determination, to overturn predetermined ill luck and a jagged life 
path. This is roughly similar in interpretation to Rogers' ( 1  871) 
positive self-statement. Hence, hard work and diligence become 
watchwords that feature frequently in folklores and poetry of different 
genres. For example, in their rudimentary exhortative advocacy lo 
the adolescents and youths, when they are considered old enougll to 
lake on adult responsibilities, such idioms as of the follow in^ are 
invoked; 

ikawo o laso, teni 11 teni 
lo d'ifa fun Ajiloni, won ni 13'0 

ji t'oni, ori nikan lo m'cni 'o ji e'ola 
oni I'ari elcda l'omola 
ojumo t'oni 1'0 1110 ha wa l'aye 
k'a loo latifi sise a se ni laari 
nitori t'o ba d'ojo ale, k'a ba a 
r'eni sin 'ru fun ni 
t'a a ba bi 'ni tan a tun'ra eni 6i 

(It is what one works for that he can freely uye 
Which forewarned Ajitoni, 
That how Inan surviv'es from one day to another 
I\ a mystery reserved only for the gods to unravel, 

The day that breaks today mcets u5 alive, 
and ad~noni\hes 115 to apply our Mind onci 'oociy 
to hard work, so that in our old nSe, 
we can be privileged to bc scrvci and trcatcd like a lord. 
Even, after physical birth, it behovcs) 
one to rediscover self). 

The above example remains words of exhortation used to encourage 
unforced hard work in adolescents and youths. Thcy fall short o f  fill1 
theoretical propositiolls that can form the basis for virile enlpirical 
verifications. For example, in courting the harsh realities of life, 
experience has shown that l~ard work or jntcrnalised motivational 
attribute may not be the only recipe for success, except and until i t  is 
scientifically proven to be true for all situations. 



Another measure put in place to advocate personal efficiency is the 
marital obligation that imposes upon the man the need for him to 
relocate from his father's corilpound to his own as socn as he is 
betrothed. To enjoy the freedom that comes with age, a separation 
from one's parents' direct sphere of influence is highly desirable, 
because it serves to prevent friction that may arise as a result of clash 
of interests between an adult child and his parents. However, such 
relocation as this does not come without its concomitant commitment 
to prepare materially and financially ahead of lime lo start a family 
worthy of respect among one's peers. This becomes n rn?jor 
occupational motivation, and when achievetl, onc bccomcs bcrtcr 
integrated into the mainstreal11 of one's age grade. Idioms t h u l  
stamps this graphically as an exhortation rather than a fot.m:llizc.d 
counselling procedure that is valid, reliable and gcneraliz:~blc a~ld 
available as a tool that can be readily used by Yosuba elders to reach 
youngsters the right values are expressed thus: 

Aponle o si f'oba ti  o I'olori 
Borokini o se e f ogun odun se 
Adagba ma I'adie irana at'adogbo 
Ma ni'le lori, won o r'aiye wa 
Akuku ibi san ju radarada omo 

(A King without a wife courts disrespect 
One docs not remain a bachclor for twenty years 

An old age without a hope of proper burial 
Nor a befitting shelter is a life wasted 
Bcttcr not be givcn birth to than to live and die unsung.) 

Unfortunately. couching behaviour modification ethos in poerrj, :~nd 
idiomatic expressions may be responsible for why thc African person 
is not proactive in shaping hiunan behaviour through the use of 
methods that have been tested and replicated to a level whcse they 
brook no sentimental i~nverifiable conclusions. Though a harsh 
phrase. Nyasani (1997) described this iunchallenging attributionrtl 
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nlethod as 'natural benign docility'. 

Iuherited Behavioural Scripts 

There are some personality attributes that are believed to be naturally 
inherited. This belief is not dcterrcd by a parallel bclicf i n  
predestination or the human ability to transform one's life for the 
better through hard work. Rather, it is an entrenched cultural belief 
and practice that certain individuals are not expcctcd to deviate from 
a personality label formally designed for their special position as a 
result of their special birth. Tllese are members of the royal household 
and the pricsthood order. Royalty conditions the behaviour of 
individuals that have royal blood in their veins lo adopt personality 
traits that are tainted with authority and hairghtiness - a personality 
that is afflicted with fain1 traces of a superiority complex. Culti~ral 
belief imposes authority on this set of individuals, and over the 
passage of time, thcy have thus become accustomed to the usc of 
power and the privileges that come with it. This has given vent lo 
such sayings as: 

A a ki nri omo oba k'a ma ba dansaki l'ara re 
(A prince will always exude the aura of royalty) 

Othcr snippets that convey the authority-laden personality profile of 
the royal household include the following: 

Alayeluwa (Royal Majesty) 
Oluaye (the owner of the universe) 
Igba keji Orisa (second in command to the gods) 
Oba 1'0 n' ile (the owner of the land) 
Kabiyesi (someone whom nobody dares to question) 
Ejigbara ileke (icon of wealth). 

Individuals from the royal household are therefore imbued with 
characteristics that a g e e  with the dispensation of authority, 
leadership privileges that arc not carncd but imposed, and an overall 
outlook on life that subordinates others. Aulhority is not wielded by 
the royal household alone hut also by delegated chiefs who operate at 



a lower cadreship than the king. Royalty also comes with special 
apparels, which are emblematic of the exalted position of members. 
These apparels are heavy and exotic and are adorned with expensive 
beads. 

Priests and diviners have scripts of behaviour that come with the 
special duties they perform in the Yoruba society. Apart from 
operating as a messenger between hunlans and the gods, they arc 
healers of some sort, and at times could be foretellers of future 
events. They are also believed to have direct access to 'Olodumrrre', 
the head of the pantheons. These duties impose upon them a 
personality profile that sets them apart from the generally prescribed 
social order that govcrns conduct in thc Yoruba sociocultural enclave. 
They are seen but hardly ever heard, and when they are heard, i t  is to 
deliver messages from those on high. This therefore confines them to 
restricted social latitude that docs not extend beyond the milieu of 
their shrines. They are generally respected along with other members 
of their household, and they are believed to be the primal custodians 
of wisdom and the heirlooms of the original culture of the race. 
Ascribed to them are such labels as 'eni orisa', (the instruments ofthe 
gods), 'eboruboyc aboye bo sise' (may authority attcnd all your 
sacriiices) and 'baba awo' (highly revercd wise one). 

I will rather subscribe to a character assessment where statistical 
cvidcnces of rclevant community ccntred achievcments arc adopted 
as a parameter for decision making where it concerns choice or 
leadership materials. Lamentably it can be conjectured that the 
glaring inability of majority of African communities from bcirlg able 
to transform into a world other than the 'third' classification given to 
them, is attributable to their subjective evaluation system. Having 
taken a position in support of adopting the empirical approach in 
behavioural assessment, I have designed, through painstaking 
research efforts, methods that offer alternative assessment criteria to 
our traditional way of issuing collective labels to clearly 
distinguishable behaviour scripts. If the methods are adopted for use 
in, for instance, the way we choose our leaders, or the way 
individuals choose their friends and spouses, or for self-personality 
identification, our world would have set out on a voyage from the 
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thil*d world to the 'first world. t will proceed to describe thc scvell 
n~easurement techniques otherwise known as psychological 
instr~unents that I have designed to accurately measure human 
behaviour in thc area of social, coullsclling and personality 
psychology. 

1. The first one in the order is code named BIT. an acronym for 
Background lnfonrlation Inve~~tory (Elegbcleyc 2008). The rationale 
for developing this instrument consists in 
thc fact that there is an  i~ndispulted i~nderstanding that behavioi~r. 
derives essentially from the intricately woven input of both chc 
inherited traits and the environmental factors that shape them. 'To 
accchs scripts that would fairly aggregate a person's behaviour, 
therefore, credibly substantiated information about the pas1 
experiences of the individual over a stretch of time need be obtained. 
It i s  for this purpose that this inventory is designed. Built into it arc 
some lie safeguards that are constructed to ensure test validity and 
reliability. 

The test is segmented into six different sections, with each focusing 
on an essential attribute by which the human person is defined. Thcsc 
arc; 

a. Riodata. 

Question items in this section were designed to provide 
data about the client's identification using the indices ol': 
namc, gender, age, marital status, date of birth, 
nationality. ethnic grouping, local government arcn, 
height, and weight. 

Thcsc data, when collected, would bc useful as base data for 
establishing independent group dicholomies in comparative, 
correlational and experimental measures. For example chronological 
agc can be graded into dcvelop~ncntal attribute variation and 
nleasured to establish differences or similarities in con\truct 
variability. Measure(; on 'nationality' would also be suitable for 
establishing cross-cultural criteria. 

t t +  1 n 



h. Location. 
Location data are expected to be provided by responses 
given to question items in this section. The question items 
specifically seek data about; 'town of birth', 'town of 
present abode', 'town where most of childhood was spent', 
'Home town of father' 'Home town of mother' etcetera. 

The question items that derive fram the above premise, hnvc direct 
i~nplications for identifying the environment that accommodated 
those critical years of the individual's childhood when attitudes :ire 
formed, and by inference, laying the foundation for most of adulthood 
behaviours. Information in this regard would enable the user 
determine the influence of the immediate environment (urban, rural, 
Spartan, affluent, ghetto, lowlhigh density, free or restricted society 
etc.) on behaviour. The town where parenLq come from, if the same 
with where the child is raised suggests homogeneous brmding, nncl if 
different, implies heterogeneous antecedent, both of which have 
psycl~ological implications for sociability and genetically enhanced 
cognitive mix. 

c. Faith. 
The data gathered in this section would help establish the 
respondent's faith. Question items are tiered in three 
dimensions i.e. the faiths of the father, the mother nnd t hc 
respondent 

A person's faith is considered a!! a very powerful proximate factor 
capable of predisposing an individual to a choice of particular set 01' 
schema that would make behaviour predictable in certain directions. 
The national calamity suffered by the United States of America on 
September 11, 2001 from religion-inspired crusaders has succeeded 
in launching afresh the veracity and consummate reality of religion- 
driven behaviour into the consciousness of the presumably 
scientizedlsophisticatd contemporary person, To have an incisive 
access to a person's total behaviour, therefore, the need for 
information on faith becomes expedient. 

d. Travel Data 
-- ------ 
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This section contains question items whose answers 
would provide relevant data on the respondent's exposure 
through travelling to other locations in his immediate and 
remote environment. The question items cover; places 
visited in Nigeria, outside Nigeria, how frequently the 
journeys were made and for what purpose. 

Travelling offers the uncommon opportunity to have one's mind 
liberated from the encumbrances of routine boredom that one's 
immediate environment imposes after a lifetime of continuous 
exposure to it. The opportunity to access other contradistinctive 
environments with the required adjustment necessities validates an 
nlrcady existing prosocial behaviour and entrenches new ones. It also 
makes it possible for a renewal and reappraisal of one's immediate 
environment using the ones visited as a measurement criterion. Being 
nblc to give a balanced evaluation to an issue correlates higher with 
individuals who are well travelled than those who do not have the 
opporlunity. 

e. Parental Background 

This section features question items that are designed 
to providc answers which will enable uscrs 
(Researchers & Counsellors) have an in-depth 
knowledge of the client'# antecedents, Information 
arc expected to be provided on nurturance, custodial 
experiences, structure of the social environment etc., 
(Elegbeleye, 2002, Bandura, 1967, Erikson, 1968) 

Having information about thc aggregate uttitudinal disposition of an 
illdividual would afford a behaviour analyst the rare opportunity of 
fairly predicting the behaviour type that can be spawned by the 
identified attitude. Where describing, predicting and prescribing 
behaviour is the focal objective of the analyst, information collected 
from this section of the instrument will be most valuable, 

P. Parents' Educational background 



The level of enlightenment through access to formal 
education is a strong factor that determines to a great 
extent thc method of parenting an average parent 
will adopt in raising his or her children. Response 
to relevant qi~estions asked in this section would 
provide answers required to determine whether 
an individual enjoys a head start that can only- 
be providcd through informed instructions during 
childhood. 

A structured education is a powerful behaviour change agent when it 
is given to an individual who is willing to rcceive it. For cxamplc, a 
parent imbued with an average liieasure of western education nloi~ld 
bring this to bear on the development of his child by paying special 
attention to issues relating to cleanliness, constant exhibition of norm 
conlpliant social cum cultural behaviours and use of language in its 
appropriate context. Where education is thoroughly delivered, it is 
capable of producing absolute effects in the direction to which it  is 
tailored. One can imagine the havoc rather than good that western 
education is doing in a situation where a parent who learnt English ;is 
a second, not primary, language deploys the bossowed language as 
the sole means of communicating with his child, with the attendant 
defects comlnonly associated with the usagc of a language outside the 
cultural milieu that situates the relevance and import of all the 
nuances that enrich it. Need 1 say that this is a common practice 
among the majority of parents here seated today? 

g. Socio-Economic Background 

This section has the objective of gathering data abou~ 
the socio - economic background of the clicnt. I-'ur 
this reason, hpecific enquiries are made about incon~ek 
and affluence rating of respondents. The questio~ir 
also cover the type of territoriallspatial convenience at 
the disposal of tlic respondent. 

Wealth confers power and power engenders privileges, therefore. 
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individuals who have access to ample supply of lifc sustaining and 
polishing perks are predisposed to adopting behaviour scripts that 
l'os tcr confidence, authority and self-assurance, particularly in nn 
cnvironnlcnt wherc wealth is not ccluitably distrihutctl. In the 
nierilocralic social atmosphere of most capitalist oriented economies. 
people are expected natiwally to enjoy what their hard work, political 
privileges, social connections, family wealth etc. throw on their laps. 
Arising horn this discriminatory Nigerian socio-political 
arrangement, is the fact that some individuals arc automatically 
hampered by the conditions of their birth while others are enhanced 
by theirs. It is only reasonable to assirme therefore that children from 
poor family background would, early in life, acquirc and pcrfcct 
bellavioural dispositions that are consistent with managing poverty 
just as those from affluent background would be marked out by 
beha.viours that suggest confidence and comfort and at timcs 
superiority complex. Informalion on socio-economic background is 
expected to provide dcpe~ldable data whose interpretation would give 
a cluc to what pcrception underlie particular bchaviour scripts 

Analytic Relevance 

As the name suggests, the inventory is designed to p~.o\lide thc a ~ ~ a l y s ~  
with the opportunity to gain s o ~ n c  infornied insight into thc csistcntial 
immutabilities that define the respondent, such as who his parenth 
are, wherc he is boni, what sibling positioning lie occupies etc. 
These information are assumed to be peciiliar to the client and from 
them the code of his uniqueness can be deciphered. The traditional 
non-scicntiflc method shy away'from asking in-depth and appropriate 
questions that are capable of subverting the cultural inhibitive 
tendencies of the African person from disclosing information that are 
considered private and likcly to expose him to ridicule if the t~.utli be 
known. By fielding questions that are direct and appear fairly 
harmless, this inventory succeeds in making it easy for respondents to 
want to provide information. 

Test Admiliistratio~i 

After the target popirlation has been defined and identified, lest   nu st 



be administered in a well-ventilated room with comfortable seating 
arrangement. Markers, capable of bold prints, such as pencil, ink pen 
etc. must be used. The instructions that are displayed on the front 
page of the test instrument must be read in clear voice by the tester to 
the testees in a .manner that would allow testees to ask further 
questions should the need arise. Such questions as this should not be 
ignored by the tester if it will save to further give clear direction to 
testees about how to respond to the question items. Test 
administration is not time bound, hence no time gap is necessary but 
respondents should not be encouraged to keep too long before turning 
in their responses. Test administrator should also further encourage 
testees to be spontaneous in their responses rather than think thcm 
through, which if done, will drag test completio~l time and 
contaminate test outcomes. The validity of this test is guaranteed to 
the extent that the respondent is willing to be truthful and forthright in 
hisher responses, hence, test administratar need to bring to thc fore 
his testing expertise by reassuring testees of the harmless nature of 
the testing exercise but rather that it b a first step in unmasking the 
myth of concealing facts about one's personal information, which if' 
successfully overcome leads to development of healthy personality 
profile 

Scoring 

The items contained in this particular inventory are not designed to be 
scored using ordinal scaling. In as much as they are neither 
quantitative nor qualitative in orientation but rather investigative and 
exploratory; the data gathered are expected to enrich the client's 
personal information folder which can easily be retrieved by the 
professional user for counseling, psychotherapy and clinical 
activities. For budding behaviour analysts such as undergraduate and 
postgraduate users, they are provided with materials that would give 
them quantum advantage in drawing both lateral and vertical 
dichotomies in hypotheses formulations and research designs. 

' 

For example; in section 'A' measurements can be outlined along such 
criteria as gender, age, marital statw, nationalities, political 
landscaping, height, weight and ethnic grouping. In section 'B', 
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measurement can be directed at such ventures as determining the 
psychological implications of density in terms of the population counl 
of where the client resides including whether he enjoys direct 
proximate interpersonal relationship with his parents ctc. 'Faith' 
which is the subject matter of section 'C' o:f the scale would avail (llc 
user the opportunity to measure how much of attitudinal disposition is 
a function of religious orientation, and which o,f the religions, IS ~ h c  
case may be, would exert more influence on behaviour etc. Section 
'D' presents the opportunity for measuring how extensive travels or 
lack of it can impact behaviour in specific or general terms. 'Parental 
Background' which is the subject matter of section 'E' suggest that if 
nurture is truly a behaviour determinant, then parental background 
would come in handy as a factor that can be isolated as capable of 
influencing behaviour, particularly in the areas of parenting stylcs, 
custodial influence, and sibling positioning. Parental educatiorinl 
background espouses the validity of the fact that education i h  

positively a powerful behaviour change agent; hence comparison can 
be carried out on the performance of individuals whose parents are 
educated and those whose parents have no formal education on 
lringuagc skill, information processing and access to information ctc. 
Data on 'socio economic background' constitute the last scale in t l ~ i ~  
inventory. Such data as this can be used to prove b e h a v i o i ~ ~ ~  
diffcrentinls in confidence rating, stealing behaviour, scxiabilit}. 
proneness etc. 

Statistical Information 

Reliability 

In ordcr to establish whether this inventory possesses the accuracy 
required to produce a fairly similar result when assigned for use on 
different occasions, a pilot study was conducted four weeks apart 
using the same samples to ensure external reliability. Efforts were 
made to ensure that test conditions remain the same, When the scores 
generated at the two instances of tcst administration wcrc intcrprctcd 
using relevant statislics, a significantly positive relation,\hip was 
establislled. To establisll internal reliability, the split half reliability 
was conducted on the scorcs of randomly sclcctcd participant$ and a 



high reliability coefficient result was obtained. 

Validity 

A jury - styled content validity check was condi~cted in which 
eminently qualified psychologists and social scientists were given thc 
opportunity to go through tlie inventory and offer free suggestioris a h  

regards necessary additions or subtractions to be macle. 'The expcrtj 
wcre required to rate their vcrdicts on n scale of 5 for cach of the 
following criterion; depth, spread, language, and general st~ucti~ral fir 
of the inventory. Table 1 below represents their verdicl 

Jury - Styled Content Validity Rating of Experts 

Arising from the fact that backgrounci information can be describctl 
as serving its purpose only when it has n spread [tiat c o ~ , c r . ~  I 
information that will amply put the user in good stead to gain ari ' 

' 

insight into the critical aspects ol' the respondent's cumi~lalivc lil; .  
events; this validity check is considered sufficient and approprin[c for 
this kind -of inventory. 

I 

2. The second in the group of' test inhtruments referred to easlicr i\ the 
develop~nent of a Personality Scale with tlie acroliyn ol' PS 
(Elcgbclcyc 2008). This scalc was dcsigncd to mca\ure the rnorc 

N 
Professorial 
Category i 9 

Post Graduate ,Depth = 19 : 1.4 , 
Students 26 iSprcad = 1 8 ' 0 . 6  1 

S. fit = 19 i 0.8 
i~anguage = i8 i 1.0 I 94 ~ 

j ~ e a n  = 0 I 

Middle Level 
Acadeniis 

Mean : SD Bating Si 
Depth = 1 8 i 0.7 
spread = 19  I .  I 02 

17 

Language= 18 
S.fit= 18 
Depth = 15 
Spread = 19 
Language = 18 
S. fit = 17 , 1.3 

' 1.2 
0.9 
0.4 
I .  I 
0.5 S 7 
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stable and enduring characteristics of an i~ldividual, that is, thc typical 
beliaviour. This kind of tests should be distinguishccl tion1 
achievement tests, wllicli assess 3 performance after a course of study 
and an aptitude test, which mcasurcs a person's natural t1:1it or 
potential for success in a particular field. The development of the tesl 
is only original to the extent that it delineated the assumed continuum 
between extraversion and introversion. It is of .importance to noLe rhat 
erudite scholars of wortlr have laid G good foundation for illc 
blueprint that was built upon by this schoiar. P:-omincnt :trnong ihc 

, scholars were Eysenck (1952), Catteil (3943) Macrae and Cost;\ 
(1087). While the personality scale developed by Eyscenck used only 
thrcc factor modcl, C:~ttcll contended with 16 factor pcrson:~lity 
iniliccs (1 WFj, Macrae and Costa identified with live persolinl i 1)) 
cri(eri3 (Big 5 )  in which both the extraversion and introvc~.sior~ 
cntcgories wcrc built into a continuum. I-Iowcver this sc:rlc is 
distinguished hy [lie question arangement and material content which 
urcrc essentially non-foreign, including thc frtct that six personality 
calcgorics were clearly delineated. 

A p:ut of the scale adopted [lie pattern devised by Osgood, 1% 

'I'anncnbaum, (1 957). known as semantic diffcrcnt ial. On a scrn:rnric 
clil'ferential scale, the respondent is asked t o  rnark n point on a 
continuum between bipolar adjectives according to the position tlley 
fccl thc objcct holds on that scale for them. Part A of thc scale 
however differs from Osgood's in the sense that rather than arrarige 
the ac1.iectives in a bipolar fashion, this part of the scale employs llle 
usc of dircct words to clicit response from subjects. 53 ~ t ~ o r d s  arc 
generated as a field in which representative construc~\ of' rllc 

f personality dimensions are presented as sti~nilli to responilenL 10 pic]; 
from. Part B of thc scale howcvcr foll~)\~~ccI thc bipol:~r  ran,^ L ~ . ~ I I I L ~ ~  t 

of \vords. It is considered important ro operationalize the sis i;e! 
factors that detcrrnincd the broad delineations of thc pcrsonulit\ 
boundaries. Thcsc are; 

' 1.2 

Neuroticism: can be dcfincd as an  cnduring tendency to cxpcric~lcc 
negative emotional htares, Individuals who score h i ~ h  on ricurotici\r~l 
are Inore likely t11a11 the average to experience such fcclin~s a \  

0.9 
0.4 
1.1 
0.5 S 7 



tlnxiety, anger, guilt, and clinical depression (Matthews and Deury, 
1008)., They respond more poorly to e~lvironme~ltal stress, and are 
more likely to interpret ordinary situations as threatening, and minor 
frustrations as hopelessly difficult. They are often self-conscious and 
shy, and they may have trouble controlling urges and delaying 
gratification. Golema~l (1997) situates neuroticism as relating to 
e~notional intelligence, which involves emotional regulation, 
motivation, and interpersonal skills, It is also considered to be a 
predisposition for traditional neuroses, such as phobias and other 
anxiety disorders. On the opposite end of the spectrum, individuals 
who score low in neirroticism are more emotionally stable and less 
reactive to stress. They tend to be calm, even tempered, ant1 lcss 
likely to .feel tense or rattled. Although they are low in negntivc 
emotion, they are not necessarily high on positive emotion. Tliat is an 
clement of the independent trait of extraversion, Neurotic extraverts, 
for example, would experience high levels of both positive and 
negative emotional states, a :kind of "emotional roller coaster". 
Individuals who score low on neuroticism (particularly those who arc 
also high on extraversion) generally report more happiness and 
satispaction with their lives. 

Extroversion: Tlie trait of extroversion is a central dimension of 
human personality. Extroverts tend to be gregarious, assertive, arid 
interested in seeking out excitement. They experience a low level but 
non clinical hyperactivity that naturally predisposes then1 to 
inattentiveness and space roaming. They exhibit a tendency to be 
bored when denied of variety of items to interact witli. An individunl 
that scores high on extroversion scale is often less likely to be 
contained within specified boundaries for ally length of time; liencc 
they make friends more easily, but struggle liard to keep n long 
lasting relationship and arc given to spells of boredom when nothing 
is available to excite them. 

Introvertion, in conlrast, tends to describe individuals that are rather 
more reserved, less outgoing, but are also marked by a ricl~er inner 
world. They are not necessarily loners but they tend to havc snialler 
circles of friends and are less likely to thrive on making new social 

p p p p p - - - - - - - - - - -  
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contacts, Introverts arc less likely to seek stimulation from othcrs 
because their own thoughts and imagination are stimulating enough. 
The terms introversion and extroversion were first popirlarized by 
Carl Jung. (I875 - 1961). Virtually all cornprehensivc models of' 
personality include these concepts. Examples include Jung's 
Analytical psychology, Eysenck's (1 971) three-factor model, Cattell's 
16 personality factors, the Big Five personality Waits, lllc Four 
Temperaments, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. lhc 
Mycrs-Briggs Type Indicntor, and Socionics. Extroversion n r l ~ l  

introversion are, as was alluded to above, generally understootl as n 
single continuum but are treated as separate personality types in the 
context of this scale as i t  has bcen found (Elegbeleyc, 2008) that 
some individuals remain significantly more of one [hall the other 
throi~gho~rt life, However, to be high on one is necessarily to bc low 
on thc other. While extreme introverts ant! cxtrovcrts arc u 
psychological reality most people fluctuate between the two pole$ 
throughout their lives, 

Openness to experience is one of the five major domains of 
personality discovered by psychologists (McCrae, & John, 1092). 
Openness involves active imagination, aesthetic sensitivity, 
attentiveness to inner feelings, preference for variety, and intellectual 
curiosity (Costa, & McCrae, 1992). A great deal of psychometric 
research has demonstrated that these qualities are statist icall y 
correlated. Thus, openness can be viewed as a global personality Irnit 
co~lsisling of a set of specific h-sib, habits, and tendencies thal cluslel. 
together. Openness tends to be normally dismibuted with a small 
number of individuals scoring extremely high or low on thc trait, untl 
most people scoring near the average. People who score low on 
openness are considered to be closed to experience. They tend to bc 
conventional and traditional in their outlook and behavior. Thcy 
prefer familiar routines to new experiences, and generally have a 
narrower range of interests. They could be considered practical and 
down to earth. 

Conscientiousness is tlie trait of being painstaking and careful, or Lhc 
quality of acting according to tlie dictates of one's conscience, I t  



includcs such clcmcnts as self-discipline, cmcfiilness, thoroughncw 
organization, deliberate~~ess (the tendency to think carefully before 
aclins), and need for achie\lernent. It is an aspect of what has 
traditionally bccn called character'. Conscientious i1idividual5 are 
generally hard working and reliable. When taken to an extreme, they 
Inay also be workaholics, perfectionists, and compulsive in their 
behavior. People who are low on conscienliousnehs are 11ot 
necessarily lazy or i~nmoral. but they tend to be more laid back, leu 
goal oriented, and less driven by success 

Agreeableness is a tendency to be pleasant and accomniodating in 
social situations. In contemporary pcrsonality psychology, 
ngrceableness is one of the -five major dimensio~ls of personality 
structure, reflecting individual differences in concern for cooperation 
and social harmony (Graziano, & Eisenberg, 1997). People who scorc 
high on this dimension are on average more empathetic, considera(e, 
friendly, generous, and hclpful. Peoplc scoring low on agrccablcncss 
place self-interest above getting along with others. They are generally 
less concerned with others' well-being, report less empathy, and are 
therefore less likely to go out of their way to I~clp others. Tlicir 
scepticism about otller people's motives may cause them lo hc 
suspicio~~s and unfriendly. People very low on agreeableness hnvc :I 

tcntlcncy to bc manipulative in their social relationships. Thcy :~rc  
Inore likely to compete than to cooperate. 

Rationale for Item Development 
Factor analysis technique was used to find which of the traits listed in 
Part A of this scalc correlate highly with one another. A pilot snrnplc 
size of 60 randomly selected undergraduate students from across thc 
Ihc~rlties of Law, Social Sciences and Administration of Obnfe~ni .,. 

Awolowo University, Ilc - Ifc, Nigeria were asked to match tllc tr:~its 
with [lie six personality dimensions, According to K:tlal (1092!, the 
first five traits havc provcd to be a uscful way of describing 
personality not just in the United States and other English speaking 
countries but also in tlie European countries. This pilot ttt~tly 
prcscrlts an opportunity for a cross-cultural validation of this 
assertion. Respondents were given the operational definitio~i of e:rcIl 
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of the six dimensions and participants wcrc then a(;kecl to match cach 
trail with the personality dimension they describe witlloul nllo\ving 
any overlap. Their respomes were scored and correlated. Item5 
originally included that wcrc found to correlate poorly with the otlle~s 
listcd for cach pcrwnality dimension were excluded. 

The Analytic relevance of the scale 

Pcrsonality issues constantly pose a psychological prciblc~n to 
psychologists whose interests are located in (he area of ttssisting 
clients to redress behavioural deficiencies that are attendant on both 
deficit and cxcess bdiavioural psoblenis. Such problcms as this nu) 
require urgent solution that is essential for marital harnlony, p ~ . o l ~ c r  
educational adjustment, interpersonal challenges, social emancipation 
and self-acceptance. At the level of the individual also, tlie issue ol' 
personality poses personal challenges in the sense that i t  is not of'[cn 
that individuals would come up with what clinically rcprcscnts his or 
her true persollalily type, hence people o fen  blissfully indulge in 
ascribing to self, behaviour scripts that are imagined to be social- 
value compliant while in reality, and given contingency situational 
events, would beha\fe in manners that contradict their self-acclnimcd 
personality type. This test is therefore designed to assist the an:~lyst. 
rcscrtrchcr, individual users, psychotherapists and C;t~itlancc 
counsellors etc. by providing for them the ample oppol-tunily lo  
engage in ~ ~ s c f u l  empiricism while engaging in for.!nulating 
hypotheses for determining the approximate personality description 
of an individual. 

Test Administration: Similar techniclue was used ill lcst 
~dlilinishation as was described in 1 above and same for all thc Lcblb 
developed by this scllolar because actual Lesling procedl~re reclui~.es 
that thc tester bring to bcar a high level of expcrtisc, which il'abscnt, 
can contaminate the outcome of testing exercise . The Hawthorn 
effect, for example, has continued to pose a nearly uni\/ersal problem 
in rescasch with human subjects becausc of the ncat- impossibility, 
from both a practical and an ethical standpoint, of keeping research 
subjects unaware that they are participatins in a research project. 
Unfortunately, the mere recognition that they arc put on thc spot fos a 
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research exercise can exert a profound influencc on their behaviour. 
Wltereas the usual goal of every research is to describe behaviour as 
it occurs naturally, or reflect the quantum of it possessed by an 
individual, it is actually quite difficult to gct people to "act naturally" 
or be accurate with the truth when they know they are being tested or 
observed. 

Scores of 40 pilot participants (20M & 20 F Mean age = 19). for 
gection 'A' of the scale were correlated with their scores for part 'D' 
of the scale (both part 'A' and part 'D' of the scalc contain the snrllc 
set of words hut amanged differently) to establish the internal 
consistency of the scale, a correlation coefficient of the two array of 
scares produced a significantly high correlation. Also a tcs t rctcsl was 
conducted for the same pilot group at the interval of four wceks to 
establish the external reliability of the scale, the result produced was 
cal~sidered sufficiently high. From these two correlation coefficients, 
hoLh the irlkrnal and external validity of (11c scalc were eslnblishcd. 

I Test Validity 

The following correlation coefficient were recorded when the scores 
obtained by respondents in a pilot study were tested for criterion 
validity. For each case, 20 undergraduates from departments with 
two contradistinctive disciplines were randomly selected and I~clve 
thcir pcrsonslity types measured on this scale. Introversion and 
extroversion were the First criteria measured. Participants were drawn 
from the College of Medicine (a programme whose instructional 
focus in quintcsscntially conservative and orthodox in nature) and 
were pitched against participants drawn from the Department of 
Dramatic Arb (a department whose main academic focus devolves on 
mastering the art of novelty and stage performance). The rnedical 
student participantq were hypotliesized to be high on the introversion 
scalc while the other were predicted to bc low on thc samc scalc nnd 
vicc vcrsa for the other criterion (extraversion). A rather low 
crilerion validity was obtained for introversion, and significantly high 
for ex trovcrsion for Dramatic Arts participants, while Mcdical 
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participants scored quite low on extraversion, and high on 
introversion. These two set of scores confirmed the hypothesis that 
affirms a corresponding outcome in line with the instructional focus 
of the two programmes. 

Another validity check was performed when the test was 
administered on 100 (57M & 43 ,F Mean age = la) ,  participnnls 
from which a bipolar score of 20 highest scorcrs on 'introvcr(;ion' 
scale and a similar 20 highest scorers f ~ o m  the 'extraversion' sculc 
were used as a selection platform to generate two fresh groups of 
participants on whom was administered nnother semantic diffcrenliul 
test designed by the author but wit11 words which are different from 
but are synonyms of the ones in the original test, for cxamplc; whcrc 
under 'neuroticism' we have the two bipolar words of 'f~iendly' and 
'lonesome', they are replaced with the words 'warm' 'reserved'. This 
was donc for all the itcms in Part 'D' of thc scalc and administered on 
the two groups. When the scores of each group was compared with 
their previous score from the original scale, the correlation 
cmfficicnts obtained; for thc introspcction scorer corresponcl highly, 
with the fresh score, while those of high 'extraversion' scmcr also 
recorded a high correlation between thcir previous acorc and thc frcsh 
one. With these correlation coefficients, a concurrent validity was 
established for the scale. 

Continuing with the standardization, a set of psychiatric patients, who 
are classified as mildly afflicted, but who registered either as 'out- 
patient' or 'in-patient' at the psychiatric ward of Obnfemi Awolowa 
University Teaching Hospital, Ile - Ife, Nigeria, had thcir scarc!, on 
this section of the scale correlated with randomly selected students of 
Obafemi Awolowo University for the pilot study to menuure 
'neuroticism' and 'conscicntiousness*, Thc corrclation csofficicnl 
obtained, was low for student participants far whom was prcdie~cl a 
high score on conscientiousness and a low score on neuroticism an 
thc one hand, and on the other hand, thc opposite prediction was 
made for psychiatric patients. The two outcomes were as pred ictcd, 
thus justifying the validity of the scale. 

'Agreeableness' as was mentioned earlier is the tcndellcy to he 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -__ 
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compassionntc towartl others and not antagonistic. This inclinntion. 
cornmon-sensicnlly, should produce different attitudinal dispositio~l to 
lifc, objects and events as differentiated .from tlie kind of nttiti~dc 
which 'opcnncss to new experience' as an attribute would p~,otlucc. 
A set of items were generated. One set typifying the likelihood 01' 

what a person high on 'Agreeableness scale' will likely do, gi\.en 
certain conditions and situations, and what thc person high on 
'openness to new experience' scale will do, given the same condition!, 
and situations. These itcms were adm inistercd on normal ('normal' 
was determined by students who did not report any record of brc:tk- 
do\vn or serious health condition in a period of one yens heforc llic 
pilot st l~dyj university participants. 

An inter-item correlation coefficient of the overall scosc \ , ~ c I c I c ( I  ;I 

score consideretl low to justify the divergent vrtlidity properly 0 1 '  l l ic  
sc:llc. To ascertain the reliability of the above two scts of tcsrs, :III 

alternate form reliability test was conductetl inimedintely ['or tlie 
psycliiatrist patients and the normal student participants used for the 
pilot stutly. Whcn the scores on the two tests wcrc correlated, a high 
correlation coefficient was obtained, thus establishing a sufficient 
reliability level to justify internal consistency. A four-week test retcst 
time interval was conducted for the second test ('Agreeableness' and 
'openness' to new experience scale). A high correlation coeFSicicnt 
was si~nilarly obtained, thus attesting to thc fact that thc orror 
..)ariance of time sampling did not interfere with the consistency of lhc 
test. 

Scoring: The scoring proccdurc was givcn amplc attention :I\ proper 
handling of the section need be ob.jectivcly done and in n Inrinncs as 
to justify unbiased measurement exercise. The scoring mctllocl I'or 
this particular scalc w:15 given thc rcquircd attention in the n~nnual lor 
the scalc. 

3. The third Lest illstrurnent developed by tliis \cholar is tagged 
Sociability Scale with SS as acronym. The inventory was de\igncd to 
~neasure the social interaction profile of respondents. I n d i ~  icluals arc 
ktiown to interact because they cannot operate in isolation of other5 
when therc is a need to initiate and cxccutc actions in a stxial 
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environment. For this reason, individuals play roles assigned to thcm 
by their environme~lts (social circumstances). Galaghan ( 1  989) 
defines these roles as the slots or positions that we occupy in tlie 
society. These slots or positions according to another scholar, Gross 
(1992), in a sense, exist independently of any particular individual 
who occupies them. Associated with each slot or position are 
expectations about how the occupant should behave (and sometimes 
think, feel and look) which are called norm (,the 'oughts' of roles). 
There is also the factor of social interdependence, which nie;lns 
reliance on other members of the group for feelings of connectedness, 
social and emotional rewards and a positive social identity. Items 1-7 
require inforrnation on the social profile of the respondent determined 
by his attitude towards making and keeping friends. Items 8, 12 & 13 
scck gcnder information as regards the friendship making skill 
possessed by the respondent. Items 9 and 10 seek information on 
duration of friendship so as to establish consistency and staying 
power in group shared activities. While items 14-2 1 examine social 
profile against the background of group membership Cilnclions. Tte~ns 
22-25 are designed as a self-rating scale with which respondents are 
required to do a self-evaluation of their social profile. The structu~~e of 
the scale therefore stands as follows; 

--, Attitude towards making and keeping friends (items 1 - 7 )  
--, Gender sensitivity in friendship making (items 8, 12 & 1 3) 
-, Altitudinal consistency in keeping friends (items 9 Rr 1 0) 

-, Group membership social behavior ( 1  4 - 2 1 ) 
-. Social protile self evaluation (items 22 - 25) 

Making and keeping friends is a social attribute that determines 
whether onc can initiate a social action in terms of crafting a social 
relationship in which the other partylies would willingly agree lo 
strike a social contract. Social contract in psychology is predicated on 
the anticipated satisfaction of a pcrccived social need. The nced 
profile in this case rnay however be less obvious to ant1 indeed 
difficult to define at the outset by the social participants the~nselves. 
Whether a social relationship lasts or is short lived, ncvcrthcless, 
depends on the successful satisfaction or otherwise of tllis initially 



amorphous nced profile. For this reason, the ability to dcflne a social 
need with accurate evaluation of the satisfier probabilities becomes an 
i~nportallt index of ascertaining social understanding. 

Complementary to the above is the fact that gender sensitivity in all 
social relatio~lships is a funclion of an inexplicable chemist~y, which 
is capable of producing effects that can determine the success or 
otherwise of any given social rclationship in which both nlalc and 
female participanls are players. Social acceptance by members of the 
opposite sex is highly valued by both male ant1 female social 
interactants. More often than not, socially conscious players go the 
extra mile to look their best so as to attract positive evaluation, 
particularly from ~ncm bcrs of the opposite sex. Presumably being the 
reason why positive impression becomes a very important constrilct 
that motivates norm compliant social group dynamics. 

Also, behavioural consistcncy develops into positivc attitudinal 
dispo~ition to valued objects and in turn determines personality type. 
Certain personality types may have challenges in having the stayins 
power to hold on to social rclationship for any apprcciablc Icngth of 
lime. For example, the two constructs of excitability and 
Ilyperactivity which fairly define an extroverted personality may 
constitutc a constraii~t that would hamper consistency in wcial 
relationship. Where this is the case, preference for varieties may in 
itself become an index of poor social rating. Behavioural consistcncy 
therefix-e can be used as a predictive parameter to determinc the 
potential for altruism, marital success, or _group compliance $kills in 
social players. The ability to translate social dcsircs to action by 
operating directly in a social group co~ltext can define social expcrrisc 
where the actions are social norm compliant. Observing the actual 
performance of a social player at thc level of in-group interaction can 
provide the observer with the accurate group rating of the observed 
individual in terms of social sensitivity. Hence, the number of social 
groups individual social players belong to, variety, in tcrms of 
whether the groups (where they are more than one) parade exclusive 
mcmbcrship, and commit~nent to group activities can hclp detcrminc 
high lcvcl social rating. 
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Thc consideratioll that inforlns what went into thc construction of the 
Ingt segment of the scale, self-rating, has Lo do with what Fehtinger 
(1957) called 'cognitive dissonance' a constsuct that helps describe 
how individuals interpret bchaviours. It is the postulation 01' the 
theory that individuals judge their actions based on their intention4 
while they judge others by what they expect should be a behaviour- 
appropriate script. This section will also help lo establish tlie internal 
validity of the scale, that is, where the individual's self-evaluation 
correlate positively with the other segments of the scnle, the 
illdividual ir, adjudged as standing high on the social scale sating and 
\ice versa i f  the opposite is the case. 

The a~ialytic strength of the test (Test Reliability) 
To ascertain the psychometric properties of t l ~ e  sociability scnle. a 
pilot study was carried out on a randomly selected 60 (male ( 3 5 )  ilnd 
female (25) urliversity undergraduates with a mcan age of 21. I'he 
instrument was checked for error variance of time and a four week 
test retest procedure returned a correlation coefficient of r = 0.76 
which was high enough to support consistency. Also in chccking fhr 
error variance of content, an alternate form reliability proccdure 
produced a correlation coefficient of r = 0.86 which was cqually high 
enough to support consistency. In checking for error variance ol' 
holnogeneity, an alternate form reliability procedure prodi~ced a 
correlation coefficient of r = 0.87 equally high cnough to supporSt 
homogeneity of content. 

Test Validity 

For validity check, a test that pi~rports to measure social prol'ile 
shoi~ld be able to discrimillate between social dcvinllts ( w h o  arc 
legally being punished for offences ranging from rape, pub1 ic I'igli t. 
thuggery etc.) as arc found in the pcnitentiasy (prison in Nigcria) anti 
the ordinary students who ha\~e submitted the~l~selves to ncaclcmic 
training in a Nigerian University. Drawing participants from each of 
these two groups, a pilot study was conducted in which case the sarnc 
questionnaire was presented to the two groups. The result yielded a 
low correlation on the sociability scale ( r = 0.25) thus indicating a 
discriminatory value between the two types of participants. Prisoners 



from Ilesa prison whose age range corresponds to n University year 
age (approx. 17 - 28 years) were used. The researcher translakd 
some of the question items where language became a barrier to [lie 
prisoners. This method was complemcntcd by thc lear~ied opinion ot 
experts from related flelds in the social sciences and mental Ilcallh 
faculty who assessed the instrument for validity. A thorougll item 
analysis of thc tcst items was eclually carried out. 

SCORING: Scoring method was given ample attention in the manual 
for the scale. It should be noted that scoring accuracy underscores tlie 
very essence of a scientific analysis, helice users are required to rely 
heavily on the manual to follow scoring techniques. 

4. The fourth test instrument is named Self Disclosure Attribute 
Scale with the acronym SDA. Self-disclosure, according to Barry 
(2006), is both the conscious and i~nconscious act of revealing more 
about ourselves to others. This may include but is not limited to 
thoughts, feclings, aspirations, goals, failures, successes, fcnrs: 
dreams as well as our likes, dislikes, and favorites. Many people 
attempt to avoid "self-disclosing" in quantum to co-workers, or wlicn 
dating, for cxample, for fear of being judgcd negatively by others. 
Typically a self-disclosure is done when we initially meet someone 
and as we continue to build and develop our relationships with 
people. As we get to know each other we self-disclose things. 11. one 
person is not willing to "self-disclose" then the other person may stop 
disclosing information about self also. 

In a counseling session, the patient or client does the "self-disclosing" 
while the counselor, or therapist listens. Their role is to help the client 
see things from different angles. This allows the client to see and 
evaluate options he or she may not have thoi~gllt about, which nlay 
give the client more power when making important life decisions. 
There are several relationship perspectives in self-disclosing 
information in counseling sessions. That of patient to thcr:~pist, 
therapist to patient, supervisor to supcrviscc, and supcrviscc to 
supervisor. Each of these relationships affects the tendcnc y L O  

disclose personal information. The clinical space available for 
patients to disclose should be far broader than that of the therapist. 
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Self-disclosure is an important building block for intimacy, intimacy 
cannot be achieved without it. We expect self-disclosure to be 
reciprocal and dispensed in appropriate measure. Self-disclosi~re can 
be assessed on an analysis of cost and rewards which can be further 
explained by social exchange theory. Most self-disclosures i~sually 
occur early in relational development, but more intimate self- 
disclosure occur later. Male and .female differences in sell-disclosure 
are mixed. Women self-disclose to enhance a relationship whereas 
men self-disclose to justify why he has to bc in contsol and avoid 
vulnerability. Men initially disclose more in heterosexual 
relationships while women tend to put more emphasis on intimate 
communication with same sex friends than many men do. 

Rationale for Item Development 
Sclf-disclosure attribute has to do with the kind of intilllate lifc 
experience, which we often share with close and trusted friends. 
According to Archer (1980), and Smith & Mackie (1995), when 
people are entrusted with a self-disclosure, the llorlli of reciprocity 
prescribes that they should respond in kind. For example when 
somconc describes sad personal cxpcriences to you, you might 
recount similar events from your own life. For this reason, self- 
disclosure, like rewards, are often exchanged in a relationship as 
people try to maintain equity, or balance. Sclf-disclosure also brings 
other benefits, which are 1101 just self-validation into a relationship; it  
helps to coordinate friendly interactions when each partner knows 
so~ncthing of the others' abilities and prcfcrcnccs. Anct dccper 
~nutual understanding allows each partner meet the other's needs 
more easily. 

It  is often said that a problem shared is a problem half solved, i t  could 
be conjectured that the psychological essence of this saying lies in the 
afsumptiorl that when problcms arc disclosed to another person, an 
avenue is thus created lo sample the other person's opinion so as to 
have access to a superior reasoning, to have one's own judgment 
revicwcd, as a result of which it may bc confirmed, reshaped or 
disconfirmed, but ultimately guarantees access to a sympathetic heart. 
In  short, when problems are disclosed, a heart is unburdened in the 



scnsc that by the fact of the disclosure, anothcs person has bccn co- 
opted inlo sharing in the responsibility i~~iposed by the problem in [he 
first place. 

Sclf-disclosure has for time immemorial bccn a potent intcrpcrsonal 
tool that facilitates friendship, penitence, reconciliation after a 
misunderstanding. confidentiality and trust, depending on tlie type of 
probletns disclosed (depth), and the type of the significant othcr the 
person find convenient to disclose to (breadth i.e. how many people 
are privy to the problem). The two biblical thieves on the crc~ss 
disclosed their identity and confessecl tlieir sins, one doing so ~ v i t h  
arrogance, while the other did so with penitence. Jesus' reaction to 
the two thieves pointcd attcntion to the importance of thc manncr 
with which a problem is disclosed. The catholic religion has 
emphasized confession (another name for self-disclosurej as n 
required bold step towards thc cluest for salvation and rcgcneration. 
Criminals have become state witnesses with light penalties for their 
offences after having self-disclosed to prosecuting authorities. 
Marital bonds havc been strengthened or weakencd dcpcnding on the 
level to which both parties are ready to self-disclose. Judging from 
the foregoing, it suffices to say that the success of a 
counselling/psychotherapy encounter is determined by the extent lo 
which the counsellor/psychotherapist can encourage his client to self- 
disclose. Sigmund Freud (1 856 - 1939) callcd it catharsis, while Carl 
Rogers (1 902 - 1987) called it unconditional positive self-regard. For 
these reasons self-disclosure attributes need be fostered if norm 
compatiblc personality is to bc nurtured. being the ncslrs that 
connects the functionality of thc test instrument. 

Test Description. 

The scale is structured into four complementary parts that are 
essetitially designed to measure; 

I. Breadth of disclosure pattern i.e.. the significant-otlic~~ls 
mostly identified with when the nccd to self-tlisclosc 
arises. 
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Breath of disclosure pattern describes an apparent flexibility in onc's 
readiness to disclose across situations and lo varied individual 
participants in any given social encounter. The tendency lo freely 
disclose across situations is co~isidered a good measure of a person's 
social adaptation, an atl~ibute which supports a good social stantling. 
This attribute is measured by this scale. Also, depth of disclosur-e 
describes the level of importance attached to a piece of information 
about oneself which a person is ready to confide in another person. 
This attribute is located outside of the social context to which breadth 
of disclosure belongs. Depth of disclosure suggests oi111.igh1 
inclination to subordinate one's fears about life and death, ( i n  the case 
of medical disclosure), frecdoril or incarceration, (in the case of legal 
lussle), fidelity or infidelity (in the case of marital conduc~s), 
admission or non-admission of image-damaging disclos~ires (in the 
case of greed-induced mistakes), to another person. This aspect of the 
scale call become quite handy to law enforcement agents, marriage 
counsellors, psychotherapists and personality profile researchers. 

Scction 2 of the test, also contains a 10 point scalc tlesigncd 
essentially to cross v:Iidate respondent's self-disclosure points- 
person identified in section 1 of the scale. The section off-ers an 
opportunity to establish convergence validity rating of the scnlc. 
Section 3 of the test instrument is designed to assist the respondent 
locate the main reinforccrls underlying his or hcr motive to sclf- 
disclose to the significant other earlier identified in seciion 1 .  I1 is 
commonly hypothesized that being confronted with the  nol live 
behind why wc do what we do, has a therapeutic effect capablc of 
leading us to re-evaluating the motive, with the intention to anlending 



or out rightly rc-profiling it. This section thcreforc streamlines the 
self-assessment of respondents' motive for selecting the significant 
otherls to whom they self-disclose. Section 4 of the scale seeks to 
establish rcspondcnt's frcedom to givc pcrsonal opinion regarding 
what they think causes people to under-disclose. Volunteering 
opinions provides a psychological lee way for people to reveal [he 
internal impulses that predispose them to choose behaviour scripts, 
which for fear of being stigmatized or giver: negative evaluation, 
would safely be hidden in dcliberate misinformation. But thc t~xlth 
would be readily forthcoming whcn disguised as opinions. 

Analytic strength of the test instrument (Psychometric Property) 
For standardization cxcrcisc, an inter itcm validity chcck was 
conducted to establish the content validity of the insbxment. Scores 
obtained from a number of randomly selected participants 
(comprising mainly University undergraduates with a mean agc of 20 
years) for section 2, which comprises a cluster of self-assessment 
rating question items, were correlated with their scores in Section 1 ,  
which comprises a set of disclosure identification labels. Thcsc two 
sections have same subject matter but are designed contradislinctively 
to allow for thc disguise that would act as a 'lie-catchcr' which can be 
used to detect u~lcommitted respondent. It is therefore logically 
expected that whatever significant-other identified in section one 
would be rated high in scction 2, which if othenvisc, would cxposc a 
level of inconsistency capable of betraying a rather low validity 
rating. However, when the two sets of score were correlated, using 
thc prescribed statistics, a considerably high correlation cocff'icient (r 

. = 0.78) was obtained. This result was adjudged significant enough to 
justify a high validity rating of the test instrument. Likewise the score 
of anti self-disclosure respondents wcrc correlated with those of the 
pro self-disclosure respondents, producing a correlation coefficient 
of (r = 0.28), low cnough to justify discrepant validity rating. These 
two taken in context, thus guarantcc the validity of thc instrument. 

The reliability of the instrument was tested by checking for the error 
variance of time. Thc administration of the instrumcnt was repeated 
on the same set of respondents after an interval of four weeks and a 
significantly high correlation coefficient (r = 0.70) wa(; obtairled 
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when the scores from the two tests were correlated, thus attesting to a 
high reliability rating of the lest. Scori~lg and computational 
procedures were well aliculated in the Lest manual. 

5. Tlie fifth test instrutnent is named Group Preference Inventory 
with the acronym GPI. 

Rationale for Item Development 

Groups are often formed as a result of conscious planning thal is 
directed at harnessing the collective inpill of group ~ncniber\ to 
achieve a defined goal. Such group as this are orten sefen-etl to as 
formal groups, in which profits and deficits alike arc collcctivcly 
shared based 011 the principle of prearranged ccluity percc'lllngc. X 
formal group is therefore governed by a body of rilles and rcgi~l:~tions 
in which all group activities find reference. An informal group, on lhc 
other hand, depends on a strong interest pull for its formation. l'hc 
interests are diverse in nature, spanning sport, socials, commuting etc. 
However, as soon as the necd created by the interest is assu:tged, the 
group is automatically and naturally disbanded. This description is 
true of football fans who disperse to their various abode after 
watching their favorite teams engage in a roothall match, or n g r o ~ ~ p  
of commuters who go their different ways afkr arriving :tt thci~ 
com~nuting destination. 

Many groups are formed based on strong religious or ci~ltural tc11t:ls. 
The beliefs these groups hold have (1 finality about thcm that becomes 
inextricably linked in participants' minds. The concepts become both 
truth and reason, and eventually the individuals in the group no 
longer qi~estion anyl-hing related to these belief's; they simply accept 
them without question. Group members will sometimes reach n point 
where they will do anything to dcfentl thc idcas Iield ns 
unquestionable. Belonging to a religious group is often a positi\~e. 
uplifting thing that enhances a person's lifestyle rather than inhibiting 
it. However, the line can be easily crossed where obsession with 
practices or beliefs of a religious sect can become destsuctivc (this is 
reminiscent of Nigerias Boko Naram sect). Terrorist groups 1 ypicall y 



start out as nothing more than a welcoming collection of irldividuills 
who have similar beliefs concerning the world and a higher power. 
Group psychology concerning terrorists has uncovered an 
unbreakable bond to ideas that seem crazy to ordinary people, but to 
the group members who have spent so long attempting to ingratiate 
certain beliefs into their lifestyle, there is nothing at all abnormal 
about them. 

Individual members of groups give up their individuality for the 
purposes of the group. A collective identity is assumed rather than 
individual personas, which becomes unhealthy. A group psychologist 
therefore looks at the socio-cultural context in which the group 
operates lo determine the extent to which each person can be held 
accountable for his actions or inactions. The convergence theory as 
applicd to group psychology is that the bchavior of the group takes on 
focus and form based on the input of the individuals who make lip the 
group. Within the framework of this type of group psychology, 
persons who wish to become par1 of the existing group will make a 
choice to identify with the prevailing mindset. In some cases, this 
may mean minimizing or abandoning bchaviors or bclicfs that arc not 
in harmony with the majority. 

In the prevailing social circumstances of the global community of 
today, it is comlnon place to have issues of cultism, gangsterism, 
cartels of various types, church and mosque fellowship addictions and 
so many other such groupings with strong concentric pull, to grapple 
with. Being able to accurately analyze the background reasons why 
an individual is attracted to a group of choice would help rt great deal 
to determine the mindset of clients who may need to undergo 
coirnselling or psyc.hotherapy sessions for a required sensitization or 
de-sensitization, as the case may be, in the intervention programs 
designed to curb excess or boost deficit behaviours that may arise 
from group indochination. Herein lies the instrumental relevance of 
this test. 

Test Description 

The test has four different sections, and each focuses on the different 
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and each focuses on the different 

dimensions of probable reasons why individuals may be pro~nptcd to 
have joined or would want to join a, any group. These arc; 

Section A: Biodata. Question items in this section are designed to 
provide data about the client's name, gender, age, marital status, 
academic status, date of birth, occupation, nationality, ethnic group. 
local government area, weight and height. These data, when 
collected, arc usefii l as base data for cstablis hing independent group 
dichotomics in survey, 

comparative. correlational and experimental measures. For example 
chronological age can be graded into developmental rtttribute 
variation and measured to establish differences or similaritie,\ in 
construct variability. Measures on 'Nationality' will also be suitable 
for establishing cross-cultural criteria etc. 

Section 13: Group Type Verification: 

Listed in this section are twenty three (23) group types. The user is 
required to rank his preferences for each type in a way that will 
reflect priority scaling. e.g. 1"' for the highest preferred group and 
23rd for the least preferred group. The ranking, if properly done, will 
provide an ample opportunity for thc user to identify the choice gl.oup 
of the client. Whatever this choice may be will later be interpreted in 
conjunction with the rcasonfs proffercd by the cl icnt for his choice. 

Section C: Motivation for Group Preference 

Here, the client is expected to rate only ten reasons (the highest five 
and the lowest five) why slhe has joined or will join the groups s/he 
assigned the highest ranking of 1"  to 5"' in the section 2 of this 
instrument, just as sthe will do for the groups slhe assigned the least 
ranking of 1 gLh to 23rd. S h e  will rate the reasons suggested from 1 - 
10. 1 (being the lowest point), indicates that whatever reason 
suggested hardly holds true for him or her, while a score of 10 
indicates a high degree of correspondence between why sfhe joined or 
will join groups and the reasons suggested, on the other hand, n rating 
of ten would indicate the most likely reason why sfhe will not join a 
g o u p  inthe'least preferred segment' i.e. numbers 1 8 through 23. 

- - - - - - - - 



Thc numbers range from 1 - 10 with 5 being thc average. Those 
numbers higher than 5 stand for 'above average' agreement while 
those lower than 5 express 'below average' agreement with the 
reason suggested. The background intention is to havc a clcar picture 
of the bipolar reasons (i.e. the most: and least preferred rcasons) 
responsible for the user's choice of motivations for joining a gsoirp. 
Depending on the situation, whatever reasons indicated for the two 
extrenles can safely be interpreted using relevant psycllological 
prompts to determine personality typologies andfor motivations 
undcrlying the script selection proccdurcs which inform behaviour. 

Section D. Croup Membership ideals 

This section approaches the issue of group preference fro111 an 
i~npersonal angle, in which case, the client's opinion about what 
reaso~lls sllould be considered ideal for prompting group prcfcrencc is 
samplcd. For example, while the reasons proffered by the client I'or 
tllc preceding section C question iCe11is may have bee11 warranted by 
the unusual circumstances that characterize histher situation, which 
may havc produced for himther an imperative that would irlducc a 
unique experience not likely to be true for everybody, this section is 
designed to provide the client the opportur~ity to reflect the essentials 
that sthc thinks ideally ought to govcrn group prefescnce. For this 
reason, the user will be required, again, to rate the suggestions listed 
using the same method that apply in section C. 

Whcrc the reasons indicated in section D do not correspond with what 
was reflected in section C. the user would have been given [lie ample 
opportunity to establish a groirnd for either counsellin~ or 
psychotherapy, or if for a research purpoue, a good hypothetical ba\i\. 
On the other hand, a high degree of corresponclence betulcell the 
reasons picked for both C and D scctions woultl indicate a high 
validity rating of the clicnt's claims. 

Research Use 

Researches are conducted for various reasons, which include but not 
limited to the need to acquire k~lowledge for knowledge sake, to 
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replicate an earlicr sescarch methodology in n cross c u l t ~ ~ n l  
dimension, to test the applicability of a theory to conLempor:try 
realities or to fulfil an academic obligation. This test parades the 
qualities that would recommend it for a rcscarch usc of any Iluc. I-or 
example, the need may arise for a haunch to be tested, in which cusc n 
scliolar may experience a strong urge to investigate into why 5ollie 
illdividuals appear forever attmcted to certain group of people and 
abhor the company of others, this test would come handy to provide 
rclcvant data whose proper interpretation would in turn p~oducc the 
required answer. This test was tested for validity of content ancl was 
foiind of good quality. hence when deployed to ;eplicate any sturly of 
similar contcnt and purpose; it should yiclcl a high tlegrcc of 
correspondence and produce a contradisti~lctive result when matclled 
against a lest of divergent objective. 

l'hcories arc proposcd in quantum to variously provide a\.cnucs for 
situating constructs that frequently feature in human hchn\.ic,ral 
clispositions such as those of greed, power, sociability, :tchie\.e~nc~il, 
competitiveness, cooperativeness, instrumentality etc. 'l'hvsc 
co~istructs catharsize the for~nation of various groups wherc thcir 
esscnces are inexorably espoused. 'Thc test is dcsigncd to assist ~ h c  
user categorize respondents into their gsoiip prcl-crcncc moulds. 

Counselling/Psychotherapy Use: 

Counselling is undertaken when a situation is co~ltrived ill which a 
working relationship is created where a client is assisted by [he 
behavior-cxpert (counselor or psychotherapist) to cxplorc and mnnngc 
what is happening in hislher life. What happens in onc's life that may 
need to be managed include when a person's personality typc dues 
not fully pcnnit himlhcr to gainfully exploit hislher cnvironrncnt. I n  
which case, the environment would 1101 produce for the individual 
enough perks that could motivate in himlher the continuous 
enactment of a resourceful hchavior, thus, making him/hc~ csliil)it 
one of deficit or excess behavior, both of which ;KC no1 desirahlc. 7'hc ' 

tcst can help detcrminc whethcr such cnvironmcntal challenges tlcri\w 
from the type of human environment tlie client operates in ,  \\,hi:h 
does not exclude the type of group s/he belongs and what efl'ect tlic 



group wields on himlhcr, or the psychological environt~le~lt which 
takes into cognizance the status rating of the individual in his group. 
The test offers the counselor/psychotl~erapist the preliminary 
advantage of identifying and isolati~ig for trcatmcnt the source fkctor, 
which in this case, may be the client's response to negative group 
obligations. 

Test T~istrument's analytic strength (Psychometric property) 

Reliability: the inventory possesses the s,iuracy required to produce 
a fairly similar result whcn assigned for use at time intervals, rt pilot 
study (comprising 64 participants N = 64, 33M, 3 1 F. Age Mean = 26, 
S.D = 1.62) was conducted four wceks apart using the samc salnplcs 
lo ensure external reliability. Efforts were made to ensure that test 
conditions remain the same. When the scores generated at the two 
instances of tcst administration were interprctcd using the relevant 
statistics, a significantly positive relationship was establislied 
(r = 0.7.) To establish the internal reliability, the split half reliability 
tcst was conducted on the scores of randornly sampled scorcs the 
reliability coefficient obtained reflected a significantly positive 
correlation between the two sets of scores (r = $3) 

Validity: Conventional wisdonl suggests that a test that is dcsigncd to 
assess individuals on the basis of their group preCererlce and 
motivation need be able to fairly predict that individuals who score 
high on the scale of introversion would be predisposed to identifying 
with cooperative rather than competitive group classification. based 
on the assumption that an introvert prefel-s less public cxposure, an 
attribute that call be accomlnodated in cooperative group types. To 
test this hunch, Elegbeleye's (2008) Personality Scale was adopted as 
a criterion measure to determine the personality type of a sclccted 
group of participants (university undergraduates), laying emphasis on 
their personality status as it relates to introversion and extroversion 
attributcs.The Group Preference Inventory (GPI) was administered on 
the two groups, after they have been labelled 'introversion' and 
'extroversion' groups. The dcgree of congrucncc bctwecrl each of the 
groups and their hypothesized group categories yielded significant 
results to justify a high validity rating (r = 0.87). 
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Even though the society docs not subscribe to prostituting as a 
profession, some women still engage in it full time. claiming 
essentially, that the end justifies the means. That is, rather than steal, 
in a situation of unemployment, why not use what you have to 
acquire what you need, a logic that is strongly suggestive of 
'instrumental' inclination. Using this as a background, a group of 
commercial sex workers (N=28, all female) were identified in their 
cluster in a hotel environment and were selectively given the 
inventory to fill. Their responses when analyzed, statis tically located 
them in the instrumenla1 group category at a group coefficient of I. = 
0.91. From the outcomes of the tests conducted in order to determine 
the validity rating of the instrument, it is discovered that the teyt sates 
highly on content and construct validity. Scoring and computiltlon 
method for users are well espoused in the test manual. 

6. The sixth test instrument is tagged Work Value Scale with the 
acronym WVS. The scale was designed to measure values that 
motivate good work ethics. 

Rationale for Test Development 

Work value defines the attributes inherent in a given job that l~elps 
enhance the self-esteem of an employee. Attributes, which may be 
intrinsic or extrinsic, that the worker closely identifies with, and 
without which hisker self-esteem may suffer. Where a job, of 
whatever hue, does not guarantee self-esteem complialll attribute Ibr 
the worker, slhe may seek every available avenue to bring back to 
equilibrium the disequilibrated self-esteem. Options avrtilablc to the 
employee to redress the disequilibrium may include, but not limited, 
to change of job for another that possesses in good measure the 
desired attribute or deliberate engagement in increrisetl union 
participation directed at pressuring the organization to make the 
desired attribute a policy imperative. 

It is important to note that it is the occupation a person cngagcs in 
that gives him an identity. Since most healthy individuals are 
naturally expected to actively engage in an occupation for between 35 
to 50 years of their life, it stands to logic, therefore, to assumc that 



onc's occupation gives colouration to histhcr lifc. The dcgrcc of 
congruence that exists between the individual's needs and hislher 
occupation's need-satisfier capabilities determines the quality of 
hislher lifc and the esteem profile attachcd thcrcto. Pursuing this line 
of thought would further permit the deduction that a person's 
wellbeing-ness and the attendant positive bellnvioural dispositions are 
all a function of the person's ability to carefully identify his value 
priorities and secure a job that promotes them. In essence. if 
occupational engagement is a central tool for the criterion assesslncnt 
of a person's wellbeing-ness, a scale designed to assist the individual 
identify hislher value priorities is expedient. 

Test Description 

The following ten value fields were adjudged as -fairly covering vital 
areas that can describe the valuc pool of a contemporary workcr. The 
fields are; intellectualltheoretiml, social, prestige, security, 
economidmaterial, achievement, artistidcreative, power1 
leadership, hnmanitarian, and independent values 

Intellectual/ theoretical Value: This describes a work value that is 
largely knowledge based. The individual that has a high value rating 
in this field usually engages self in the pursuit of knowledge, truth 
and understanding. Slhe does this oftcn for gurc knowlcdgc sake and 
sometimes to assuage fires of curiosity burning in his brain, Slhe 
believes that there are many angles to any given issue, hence all 
risscrtions, whether theorctical or hypothetical, could further bc 
investigated. Such individual as this often gets involved in debates 
over issues that are considered by others as closed and settled, and he 
prefers to work in an e~lvironme~lt where knowledge is impartecl and 
researches are frequently carried out, such as institutions of learning 
and 1.cscarch institutes. His ultimatc life ambition is to be rcgartlcd as 
a person of high intellectual prowess or as one wlio is sn 
acknowledged 'expert' in a given field of kno\.vlcdgc. 

Social Value: is a work field that will offer :I perrect f i t  in tcrlm ol' 
valuc/work congruence for an individual who sets stock by thc levcl 
of freedom available to himlher to interact with others. Slhe relishes 
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public contacts that would provide for the opportunity to have a lot of 
day-to-day colitact with people in visible settings. The individual 
must have close working relationships with a group that will work as 
a tea111 toward achieving common goals. Occupations that satisfy this 
work value allow employees to provide service to others and work 
with co-workers in a Fiendly non-competitive environment. 
Corresponding needs are co-workers, moral values and social service. 

Prestige Value: This work valuc is best obtained in a work 
elivironmelit where achievement is recognized, respected and 
remunerated. There must be opportunity for advancement, potential 
for Icadcrship, and work responsibilities which arc not strictly tied to 
lime schedules. A degree of independence that would allow the 
individual determines the nature of hislher work without a significant 
direction from others. The job must also provide opporti~nily for 
exercise of power and authority which will allow for control of the 
work activities or some aspect of the destinies of other people. 
Corresponding needs are advancement, authority, recognition nnd 
social status. 

Security Value: The occupation that offers this value provides a high 
probability that one will remain employed for a length of tinlc, he 
reliii~nerated well enough to allow for needs in tllc area o l  \hcltcr, 
general upkeep and retirement safeguards to be satisfied. Opportunity 
L 

for periodic updated training is equally ensured. The occupation will 
make provisions for heveral other perks that will not leave oiit 
medical buffers, financially covered leave holidays and se\Ierance 
remuneration. Corresponding needs include assurance against suddcn 
retrenchment, unanticipated merger, or bankruptcy. 

Economic/Material Value: This is a work field that guarantees 
adequate pay that can be deployed for material acquisition. Allied 
with good pay are opportunities for a 'V' shaped advancement 
advantages that bring with them increased perquisites. Idellti fy ing and 
procuring comfort inducing perks, such as cars, computers, and well- 
furnished offices, for the free use of employees, come as part of the 
value package of this occupational type. Corresponding needs arc 



activity, compcnsntion, variety and favourable working conditions. 

Achievement Value: is a work value that rates success in assigned 
tasks very high. The occupations that satisfy this work value are 
result oriented and allow employees to use their strongest abilities, 
giving them a feeling of accomplishment. The occupation must 
clearly demarcate designations in a manner that would enable a 
worker to be identified with a work component and be recognized for 
positive input into the component. In such occupation, less cmphasis 
is placed on team work. Corresponding needs are ability utilization 
and achievement. 

ArtisticKreative Value: This work field provides ample opportunity 
for employees to make use of their imaginative capabilities to create 
ideas in the abstract and transform them into logical masterpieces by 
which problems associated with the creativc objective arc morc casily 
solved. It also stimulates opportunities for workers to participate in 
studying the art of paying attention to details, no matter how 
i~lconsequential they might appear. The work environment must be 
such that permit workers to operate in their own world where little 
disturbance is entcrtaincd. Corresponding nceds are independence, 
quiet environment and littlc criticism. 

PowerLeadership Value: This work field creates the atmosphere 
for employees to bc in a position to influence the attitudes or opinions 
of other people. The work ellvironment must be cornpal-tmentalized in 
an organic manner as to provide for the existence of several parallel 
lcadcrship points that would function as a horizontal organi7ational 
network, as opposed to a mechanistic outlook in which the tlow ol 
authority is only vertical and concentric (top to bottorn). 
Corresponding nceds are opportunity for growth, assignment of 
responsibility and independcnce. 

Humanitarian Vdue: This is a work value that puts emphasis on 
altruistic intervention where a need is spotted. Ample opportunity is 
crcated for employees to be involved in helping other people in a 
direcl way either individually or in small groups. Work e~lviron~nent 
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must bc able to stimulate in workcrs thc sensibility that they arc 
cont.~ibuting somethiilg to the betterment of the world they live in. 
Corresponding needs are; team spirit, feedbac.k and information. 

Independent Values: This is a work field where space for 
independent work input is provided. Thc work environment institutes 
projects that would be assigned to individual workers to execute 
without any significant amount of contact with others. Work overlap 
is deemphasized in favour of job specification. Occupations that 
satisfy this work value allow employees to work on their ow11 and 
make decisions. Corresponding needs are creativity, responsibility 
and autonomy. 

CounsellingIPsychotherapy Use of this Inventory 

The results of a work value inventory are to identify appropriate 
career choiccs, by matching an individual's work values with 
characteristics of occupations. A work value invenlory of this kind i~ 
best used in conjunction with other self-assessment instrument\ that 
help identify one's personality, inlerests and skills. Identifying your 
personal values is an important part of a successful career plan. In this 
context, the word "value" refers to how you fecl about the work itself 
and the contribution it makes to society. Most people who pursue 
work that is congruent with their values feel satisfied and successfi~l 
in their careers. This instrument will bc a useful predictive material 
for an individual who requires help to determine what hisher value 
priorities are particularly when about to make a choice of what course 
to offer in the university, or when thinking of the nccd to 
professionalize in any work field. 

A professional user (Counsellor/psychotherapist) can put the 
instrument to good use when s/he administers i t  as a preliminary 
instrument by which s/hc will gain an infor~ncd insight into the 
personality profile of a client, with the aim of identifying the cues 
slhe will respond to and will sustain hisker interest in the work place. 
Work organizations arc oftcn confronted with thc need to assign 
designation to workers (placement) after they are recruited. Tile 



excrcisc comes with its own inherent problems as wrong placement 
may hamper the effective utilisalion of the workers capacities hence 
robbing the organization of the highly desirable optimization of 
rcsources available to it. The effective dcploy~nent of this inrtrumcnt 
would assisl an organizatio~lal experl to overcome such place~nenl 
problems. At the level of performance evaluation, a human resource 
manager would find the instrument handy as its use will help him to 
clearly identify the fit or congruence between a worker's job 
designation and his work value priorities. Being able to determine 
such congruence would further help him allocate the appropriate 
reinforcers, where this is necessary, to foster in the worker, Inore job 
commitment, or initiate outright redeployment of the worker to othcr 
work department of better f i t .  

A proper job analysis does always provide for the Management of 
work organizations what a given job requires for it to be done 
effectivcly in a result oriented manner, particularly in terms of the 
i~ltellectual content and the technical requirements that would make 
the job ac.hieve stated goals. So long as it is the human person that 
drives work implementation, his intellectual capacity, affective 
disposition, and behavioural inclination would be under critical * 

consideration where there is a work objective to be acliieved. For the 
foregoing reason, this instrument becomes very useful during 
organizational selection exercise and the required job analysis tlint 
prcccdcs it. Also, where a worker displays visible signs of discontent 
and underperformance, this instrument will help establish the baseline 
inconsistencies that are producing the job dysfunction in the 
psychotherapy sessions expected to be instituted by the 
psychotherapist to find soli~tio~l to the challenges. 

Research Use 

Most researches carried out in thc field of psychology arc dircctcd at 
describing, predicting and prescribing human behaviour. Human 
behaviour being the primary concern of psychologists needs to be 
described in quantifiable ways for easy asscsslncnt exercisc. For 
example; a behavioural enactment may he described as manifesting 
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detlcit outcomcs where optimal behaviour is hampered as a result of 
the individual's spontaneous response to environmentally produced 
cues that are extraneous to the proper emission of the desired 
behaviour. In the case of shyness, considcration for ncgative 
evaluation fiom the outer world outweighs the individual's ability lo 
harness the innate social skill, often required to propel desired 
behavioural emission. Normal behaviours arc expected to be 
reinforced in order to ensure sustainability. just as excess beliaviours 
are to be desensitised for bchavioural equilibrium to bc restored. This 
inslrument can be besl: deployed as a preliminary investigative 
instriiment that could help describe which job related behaviour is 
exhibited in dcficit, normal or excess. 

A predictive rcscarch usually bases its study design (survcy- 
(longitudinallcross-sectional), correlational-(relations hips: 
positivetnegative), comparative-(sim ilaritiesldifferencesi, and 
experimental-(cause/cffcct rclationship) on hypothetical fountlations, 
in which case tentative statements are made before the hypotheses are 
tested and confirmed or disconfirmed after the conclusion of testing 
procedures. This instrument would be most useful in tcsting, for 
example; the work value orientation of malelfemale workers from 
different geographical locations, ethnic origins, between married and 
single workers etc. Also a scientifically arrived at bchavioural 
prescription is usually based on painstaking empirical research 
activities which are capable of throwing up the most appropriate 
situatio~l-specific behaviours. This instrument can help establish a 
linkage between the work value orientations that \vould be 
appropriate to drive different types of job specific;~tions. 

Analytic strength of the test instrument (Psychometric Property 
of the test) 

Reliability 

Test reliability dcscribcs a tcst quality that manifests in its ability to 
evoke a fairly similar response from the same set of participanth when 
administered over time. This inventory possesses the accuracy 
required to produce a fairly similar result w h e ~  assigned for use at 
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deficit outcomes where optimal behaviour is hampered as a result of 
the individual's spontaneous response to environmelltally produced 
cues that are extraneous to the proper emission of the desired 
behaviour. In the case of shyness, consideration for ncgative 
evaluation from the outer world outweighs the individual's ability to 
harness the innate social skill, often required to propel desired 
behavioural emission. Normal beha\liours are expected to be 
reinforced in order to ensure sustainability, just as excess behaviours 
are to be deserisitiscd for behavioural equilibrium to be rcstorcd. This 
inslrument can be best deployed as a preliminary investigative 
instriunent that could help describe which job related behavioiu is 
exhibited in deficit, normal or excess. 

A predictive research usually bases its study design (survcy- 
(longitudinallcross-sectional), correlational-(relationships: 
positivelnegative), comparative-(sim ilaritiesldifferences), and 
experimental-(causclcffect relationship) on hypothetical fountlations, 
in which case tentative statements are made before the hypotheses me 
tested and confirmed or discontlrmed after the conclusion of testing 
procedures. This instrument would be most useful in testing, for 
example; the work value orientation of malelfemale workers from 
different geographical locations, ethnic origins. between marriecl and 
single workers etc. Also a scientifically arrivcd at behavioural 
pl-escription is usually based on painstaking empirical research 
activities which are capablc of throwing up the most appropriate 
situation-specific behaviours. This instrun~ent can help establish a 
linkage between the work value orientations that would be 
appropriate to drive different types of job specifications. 

Analytic strength of the test instrument (Psychometric Property 
of the test) 

Reliability 

Test reliability dcscribcs a tcst quality that rnanifcsts in its ability to 
evoke a fairly similar respouse from the same set of participants when 
administered over time. This inventory posscsses the accuracy 
required to produce a fairly similar result w h e ~  assigned for use at 



time intervals, a pilot study (comprising 86 participants N = 86,44M, 
42F, Age Mean = 24, S.D = 1.44) was conducted five weeks apart 
using the same samples to ensure external reliability, Efforts were 
made to ensure that test conditions remain thc same. When the scores 
generated at the two instances of test administration were interpreted 
using the relevant statistics, a significantly positive relationship was 
established (r = 0.82). To establish internal reliability, the split half 
reliability was conducted on the scores of randomly selected 
participants drawn from the earlier pool. The reliability coefficient 
obtained was high when the two halves of their scores were correlated 
(r = 0 .83) 

Validity 

To ensure that this test focuses entirely on the subject matter that 
constitutes its primary purpose of measuring the work value profile of 
users, a test of similar sub-ject matter (Group Preference Inventory 
referred to above) was adopted as an appropriate lest that is sirnilas in  
content. This test (WVS). together with the GPI were administered on 
a group of (150) participants. As a background information,  he 
Group Preference Inventory (GPI) measures the backgrou~ld reason 
responsible for why people join or would join the group of their most 
preferred choice. The test (GPI) presents an array of statemerlts 
regarding the preference profile of respondents regarding their group 
of choice. By completing this test, the user will be privilcged to fairly 
predict the personality description of the respondent/client. Work 
Value Scale (WVS) is a test designed to predict the personality 
description of respondents/users via their work value choice. It is 
expected that whatever result returned by respondents on the two 
similar tests should rate high on concordance. It is not surprising 
when the outcome of the administration of the two tcsts (GPI and 
WVS) produced a positively high correlation coefficient (r = 0.88). 
This result attests to both the concurrent and predictive validity of this 
test. 

To further ensure that this test fiulfils the criterion of construcl- 
validity, it was administered on two parallel groups; teachers and 
nurses, on the one hand and bankers and entrepreneurs on the other. 
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These groups were defined with the following value attributes ; 

A teacher: describes a person who takes delight 
(professionalises) in imparting knowledge to others (hiunanitarian 
work value) 

A nurse: describes somebody trained to look after sick or 
injured people, especially somebody who works in a hospital 
or clinic, administering the care rind treatment that a doctor 
prescribes (humanitarian work value) 

An entrepreneur: describes a risk taking business person 
who initiates or finances new commercial enterprises 
(economic/material work value) 

A banker: describes a person who owns or is an employee of 
a bank and hclps people watch over their money 
(economic/material work value) 

Guided by the above value descriptions, thc hypothesis was 
formulated that the scores of teachers and nurses will be positively 
con-elated when tested on their work value preference for 
humanitarian work value. This hypothesis was tested in a pilot study 
that made use oC 55 (36M, 19F) secondary school teacherh and 42 
(37F, 5M) nurscs as participants. The statistics deployed for 
interpreting the scores yielded a significantly high correlation 
between the scores of the two groups (r = 0.89). This test was also 
administered on 22 cntreprcncurs and 30 bankers on the hypothesis 
that their scores will be positively correlated when measured on 
economic/material work value orientation. The result revealed r = 
0.85 correlation coefficient. Thc scores of each group attest to 
adequate construct validity of this test. 
Similar to the tests earlier reviewed. ample attention was given to the 
scoring procedure in thc tcst manual for this scale. 

7. The last but equally cffectivc test instrument in the stable of this 
scholar is named 



Spousal Compatibility Rating Scde with thc acronym SCRS. The 
scale is designed esse~ltially to measure the degree of compatibility 
among spouses (as the name suggestsj who have consummated their 
relationship or those who are in the proccss of doing so. The 
releva~lce of this kind of scale is underscored by the spate of 
disliarmonious intimate relationships, which does not exclude (lie 
marriage institution, as we have it today. 

Rationale for item development: The modern concepl of marriage 
describes a legalised union between a man and a woman who are of 
diverse backgrounds, and according to the terms of the union, are 
bound under civil or religious oath to keep to certain etliicc that 
would, for as long as the marriage lasts, presumably for life, govcrrl 
their conducts in terms of what is invested and what is lo be expected. 
However, if we decide to include the instance of the ultra-modern 
development in the marriage institution, the clause, 'bctween man and 
woman' would give way to 'between two individuals'. This is lo 
accommodate the marriage rights granted gays (homosexuals) in 
sorlle Wcstcrn countries, especially in somc states in the USA. 
Another definition of marriage contends that marriage is a social 
union or lcgal contract bctween peoplc based on mutual conscnt. This 
definilion goes further lo state that it is an institulion in which 
interpersonal relationships, usually intimate and sexual, are 
acknowlcdgcd in a variety of ways, depending on the culti11-e or 
subcullitre in which it is found. Such a union, it concludes, i \  ofen 
formalized via a wedding ceremony, which sometimes may also be 
called matrimony. 

The above definitions in which the following key words stand out; 
'union' 'two individuals' 'legal', describe a practice recognised and 
subscribed to, right from the dawn of times, by all cultures. Natuml 
procreative logic rccom~nends it, while communal harmony suggests 
strongly that it be regularised in order to forestall social disharmony. 
Marital practices have therefore been institutionalised to a level 
where it has become the basis for structuring and restructuring, ss the 
case may be, the social health required to smoothen social synergy in 
modern societies. The marriage institution has not escaped attention 
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hence, normalcy, though subjective, in the ~iiarriage institution at 
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to note that marital fidelity fealured significantly in the ~liinistrics ol 
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both Jesus Christ and the Apostle Paul. It therefore speaks to rational 
etiquette that an issue that ccntres around a usually cmotivc 
relationship between human entities could not escape thc primal 
attention of psychology as n forinalisetl course of study that tends to 
put into pcrspcctive all angles ncccssary to undcrstantl 11l1m:ln 
behaviour. 

Flowing from the above therefore is Lhc. reason why constructs l ikc 
'interpersonal relationship', 'social intesaction pattern' anti '\oc,i:\l 
accessibility' command a pride of placc in social psycholo;;y 
curriculum. It is a well-accepted understanding that where a I~c;il[lly 
irnion exists between a man and 3 woman, the irltimate oi~tco~nc 
should bc a formnlised union, expected usually, to produce ol'fsprilig 
by which the human society can recreate itself and achieve continuity 
anti sustenance. People marry for many reasons, including one or 
more of the following: legal, social, libidinal, emotional, cconon~ic, 
spiritual, and reli_gious. These might incltltle arranged marriages, 
family obligations, the lcgal establishment of a nuclear fam ilp uni t ,  
the legal protection of children and public declaration of ~ ~ ~ l l ~ l l i l ~ l l r b ~ l (  

etc. The act of marriage usually creates riortnative or legal obligarions 
bctwecn the individuals involvcd. In some societies thcsc obligations 
also extend to certain rnmily members of the married persons. Some 
cultures allow the dissolution of marriage through di\,orcc o r  
nnnul~ncnt. Marriage is usually recognized by the statc, a rclisious 
authority, or both. It is often viewed as a contracl. Civil n1:lrr-iagc is 
the legal concept of marriage as a governmental ins~irulion 
irrespective of religious afiliation, in accordance with ~narri:~yc la\\ s 

of the jurisdictio~l 

Spollsal Compatibility: Personality compatibility in mnrri:lge is all 



about a couple's ability to stand in the marriage and be truc to their 
vows in spite of years of being together. These vows usually include 
'to love', 'to care', 'to be loyal' etc. The usual assumption about how 
compatibility can be fostered between two spouses is predicated on 
the fact that a fair degree of similarities in key behavioural attribules 
considered essential for mutual harmony must exist. This assumption 
sounds logical but may definitely not be the rule when the issue of 
compatibility is x-rayed. There is also a brand of conventional 
wisdom that insists that "Opposites do attract", whereas this 
assumption is salient to a degree, it does not entirely describe the 
mantra that would unarguably situate a compatibility contint~um i n  a 
'spousal relationship. A sccming conund~um as this may appear may 
find explanation in situational contingencies that can only be captured 
by research enquiries, which this scale is expected to stiini~late. 
However the truth is that while in reality opposites do attract, it also 
can turn out to be a veritable source of distraction in 
intimatelconjugal relationships, depending on several personological 
factors. Also, similarities in attributional endowment, no doubt, can 
encourage compatibility between couples just as it can foster 
boredom, repulsion and dislike. Again, this dcpends on scvcral 
variables associated with the human, the physical, the psychological 
and the contingency environments. A painstaking deployment of this 
tcst instrument will turn out new evidences whose congruence with 
contemporaiy realities stands a good chance of galvanising a building 
block of fresh knowledge enterprise. 

The following examples clearly illustrate the non - absolute nature of 
the compatibility assumptions. For example, the question may hc 
asked whether the man is an exlrovert and the woman an intrc>vihrl. 
This definitely suggests opposites. It may also happen that the male 
spouse is so focused on thc outside world and gets pleasure whcli 
dealing with olhers, the resources and people around him, while the 
female spouse is immersed in her own world, all focused on her 
ideologies and viewpoints in life. This scenario can be advanced in 
support of the fact that compatibility issues in a relationship as 
described above can no longer define this typc of couple. However, 
ironic as it may seem, these are inostly the ones who click. It ]nay bc 
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hard to shift from being introvcrt to extsovert and the other way 
xou~ld  but this can be achievable if potent psychological factors are 
introduced that are capable of fertilizing the seeming parched land of 
the relationship. This test instrument promises the rcquircd clinical 
efficacy likely to turn things around given similar encounter. 

Exploring further, the question may be asked whelher she is moTe of 
the emotional type and he the thinking logical type. It is often 
stereotyped that wives arc the ones who arc more emotional when i t  
comes to dealing with just about anything. On the other hand. 
husbands are the ones who are expected to base their entire decision 
making profilc on fact filled information. There are times when it 
goes the other way however, the nature of womell as delicate beings 
makcs thcrn fit perfectly in the former. It is true to life also that there 
are times in an intimate relationship when feelings seem to be of 
greater requirement than thinking, Therefore, compatibility issues ;trc 
best assessed on a casc to casc basis. 

Test Description, Rationale, and Use 

The test's frame work was structured on a ten parameters whicl~ cover 
the following constructs; affiliativeness, nced for powcr, ncctl for 
achievement, sociability, belief syslem, world view, accessihilily. 
family blueprint, expressiveness, and philanthropy. These constl.ucl$ 
are adjudged as fairly reprcscntativc of the psychological 
underpinnings of a typical intimate relationship, hence their being 
adopted as the main criteria of assessment in this test. The concepts 
arc cxplaincd as follows; 

Affiliativeness is a person's readiness to connect with people in an 
unforced manner that is characlerised by wannth and more often t l u n  
not, likely to encourage friendship and intimacy. There are llirec 
phases to human personality evaluation which are; how hc qecc 
himself, how other people see him, and how he truly is. Of the tht'cc 
dimensions, how he sees himself outweighs the others because most 
social activitics engaged in by a person source from how sfhe 
perceives himself/herself. This is evident in the difference noticeable 
------------- 
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hard to shift from being introvert to extrovert and the other way 
around but this can be achievable if potent psychological factors are 
introduced that are capable of fertilizing the seeming parched land of 
thc relationship. This test instrument promises the rcquircd clinical 
efficacy likely to turn things around given similar encounter. 

Exploring further, the question may be asked whether she is more of 
the emotional type and he the thinking logical type. It is often 
stercotyped that wives arc the ones who are more emotional whcn it 
comes to dealing with just about anything. On the other hand. 
husbands are the ones who are expected to base their entire decision 
making profile on fact filled information. There are times when it 
goes the other way however, the nature of women as delicate beings 
makes them fit perfectly in the former. It is true to life also that thcre 
are limes in an intimate relationship when feelings seem to be of' 
greater requirement than thinking, Therefore, compatibility issues ;~rc  
best assessed on a case to case basis. 

Test Description, Rationale, and Use 

The test's frame work was structured on a ten parameters which cover 
the following constructs; affiliativeness, need for powcr, nectl for 
achievement, sociability, belief system, world. view, accessibility, 
family blueprint, expressiveness, and philanthropy. These constructs 
arc adjudged as fairly representative of the psychological 
underpinnings of a typical intimate relationship, hence their being 
adopted as the main c.riteria of assessment in this test. The concepts 
arc explained as follows; 

Affiliativeness is a person's readiness to connect with peoplc in an 
unforced manner that is characlerised by warmth and more often tllan 
not, likely to encourage friendship and intimacy. There are three 
phases to human personality evaluation which are; how hc secc 
himself, how other people see him, and how he truly is. Of the three 
dimensions, how he sees himself outweighs the others because rnost 
social activities engaged in by a person source from how s/he 
perceives himself/herself. This is evident in the difference noticeable 

------- 



between the bliss that attends the mien of those pcoplc with a positive 
self-concept and the confi~sion [hat marks the outlook of the people 
with low self-concept or self-esteem. Those with self-confidence have 
bee11 found to speak up in groups. To have confidcncc in thcir 
judgment and their cliances of success than [hose with low sclf- 
esteem. Self-esteem itself belongs to self-theory which makes the 
individual a dynamic force in social interaction, particularly ivllen 
s/he feels sllle can cope and a reticent i~risecured entity when s/hc is in  
doubt of histher ability. Thcrcfore, to be high on the affili:~tivcncss 
scale is to enjoy an appreciable att-ribute of positive self-esteem. 

Need for pourer (N-Pow) is a tern1 that was coined and popularized 
by the renowned psychologist, David McClelland, in 196 1 .  
h4cClcllcnd's thinking was intlucncetl by the pioneering 1vo1.k of 
Henry Murray who f'irst identified i~nderlying psychological h!lm:~n 
needs and niotivatiorial processes (1938). In McClelland's book 'I he 
Achicving Socicty N-Pow helps explsin an inciividurll's i~npcr:~tivc to 
be in charge. According to his work, there are Iwo kinds of po\i8er. 
social and personal. People who exhibit N-Pow tendencies are must 
satisfied by seeing their environment movc in a certain direction, due 
to their in\loIvemcnts. Sex differences affect the way power motivc is 
expressed. While men with more N-Pow show high levels 01' 
aggression, drink heavily, act in sexually cuploitativc manner.,  id 
participate in competitive sports. wornen channel their N-Ponl i l l  a 
sccrningly more socially acceptable manner by veiling i t  untlcr. ~ h c  
guise of caring and being protective, but victims of its expression do 
often attest to the fact that it is expressed most times with the 
intensity that surpasses that of men. 

Need for Achievement (N-Ach) refers to a n  individ~~al's tlcsit~c Ibr 
significant acco~nplishmcnt, mastering of skills, control, or high 
stnntlards. The term was first used by I-Ienry Murray wlio deployetl it 
to cover a range of actions which includc: "intensc. prolon~ctl and 
repeated efforts to accomplish something difficult. To work will1 
singleness of purpose towards a high and distant goal. To h:~\rc: tlie 
dc(crniination to win". The concept of NAch was subseclucntl y 
populnrised also by the psychologist Davici McClelland. Need lor 
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Achievement is rclated to the difficulty of tasks people choose to 
undertake. Those with low N-Ach may choose very easy tasks, in 
order to minimise risk of failure, or highly difficult tasks, such that a 
failurc would not be embarrassing. Those with high N-Ach ~encl to 
choose moderately difficu It  tasks, feeling that they are c hallengi~lg. 
but within reach. People high in N-Acli are cllaracterised by a 
tendency to seek challenges and a high degree of independence. 'fhcir 
most satisfying reward is the recognition of their achievements. 

Sociability describes the skill, tendency or property of being sociable 
or social, an attribute which is essentially expressed in being able to 
interact wcll with others. All social activities involve morc than one 
person, and as many individuals as are involved operate on the 
undcrsta~lding of an underlying equity sharing formula n,hich 
recognises a give and take life line. Sociability issues are bc\t 
i~nderstood when viewed from the background ofthe involvcrncnt of' 
the other person or persons. This is when the central concern zeroes 
in on the degree of intimacy, self-disclosure inclination, conSormity, 
compatibility, identification, acceptance etc. A social group thercfore, 
is charactcriscd by ties that are more cohesive than what onc can 
ascribe lo what binds those who accidelltally find themselves on a 
bus, a shopping mall, or on a ring side. The person who is high on tlie 
sociability scale is dcfined by his preference for being in thc cornpnny 
of other people most of the time, derives plensi~re from ntlentlin_r 
social fiinctions and loves to be admireti, acccptcd and rccommcndctl 
by olher people. 

Belief system is a set of mutually supportive beliefs. Thc beliefs may 
be religious, philosophical, ideological or a combination of these. It 
can also be the actual set of precepts from which you live your daily 
life, those which govcrn your thoughts, words, ant1 actions. Without 
these precepts you could not function. A belief system predisposes 
the individual to untlertakc certain decisions, adopt particular h:lbits? 
self-indulge in behaviours that are considered consistent \+*illl thc 
tlictates of the belief profile. Most users of Illis lest instru~ncnl \\,auld 

fall into one of the four categories that usually tlcline belief sy.;~~.ni in  
this part of the worlcl and indeed tlie world at large. Thesc ;11-c; 



christian, islamic, traditional, free thinking belief categories. Therc is 
a general consensus on the fact that the average African is given to 
subjective rather than the objective situational analysis of events, 
experiences and occurrences, hence the little development recorded in 
scientific ventures. For this reason belief driven behaviours determine 
to a great length the health of spousal relationships. 

World view describes the horizon of one's experiences, partic(rlarly 
the ones that extend beyond the immediate locality. It has an 
intellectual dimension that subscribes to gender vpriations. It is the 
attribute of its gender sensitivity that recommends its inclusion as a 
criterion of assessment in this test. A person's world view has been 
adjudged as providing the undergird for behaviour dispositions Illat 
determine the level of investment in cultural practices, such as what 
you wear, which language you identify with in raising your children, 
how narrowly or globally you assess social, religious. political and 
econoinic issues. A world view also helps determine a person's self- 
assessment in terms of how much s h e  is ready to give or not give. 
take or not take in a relationship. For these reasons it becomes a 
factor that can affect the compatibility rating of two individuals who 
exist in close proximity with one another 

Accessibility is used in this context operationally to describe the 
degrcc to which one or the two spouses arc rcady to allow visitors, 
particularly members of their immediate and extended family, to 
s11asu.e their social space. In the African sctting, issues havc bee11 
woven around what influence the molher in law, father in law, hroll~er 
in law, sister in law, and friends to both spouses should and should 
not wicld in a relationship described as intimatc betwccn two loving 
individuals, so much so, that disaffection and outright disbandment of 
relationships and marriages have resulted due to unsolicited 
interference from these outside strands of social wcb. Most often, the 
kind of mother in law or father in law that would be encountered in 
marriage has constituted a source of anxiety for would be wives and 
husbands. These factors recommend the expediency of a scale that 
would enable this class of people measure the variable i n  question so 
as to have an idea of what their marital future portends. 
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Family blueprint describes the actual behavioural dispositions that 
shape family settings regarding family size, child rearing pattern, 
mental attitude to what and how a family should look like e.g. West 
nuclear (where thc wife and the husband plus their siblings are 
present), or African nuclear (which permits the acco~nmodation of 
aged parents, cousins. nieces, and house helps beside the husband, 
wife and siblings). Compatibility where it exists between spouses 
rests on the iron frame of unforced agreement on what number of 
children to have, what kind of upbringing would be accorded to them, 
where to raise them, what kind of personality to foster in them etc. 
Extending beyond this is the actual interpersonal components sucli as 
the attitude to territorial command, where a spouse may nectl :t lot of 
space and the other can Inanage with little, material consciousnes~ 
(acquisitiveness) and tolerance i.e. the ability to easily accom~nodate 
the inadequacies of the other pcrsonls. All of these F~ctors arc given 
consideration in the makeup of this test inshument 

Expressiveness is the attribute of demonstrating either in word or 
action one's inner thoughts. This is an attribute that is consistent with 
extrovert behavioural dispositions in which the individual at all given 
opportunity backs utterances with discernible actions like 
gesticulations, hand movements, eye movement, body shaking or 
rapid eye blinking. The individuals predisposed lo this athibule 
appear more convincing in their presentations than in their inner 
feelings. It is therefore not unusual for parents and friends to he 
surprised when told of a quarrel between an oulwardly cheerful 
spouse and hisfher partner. They do often wonder aloud by 
exclaiming that 'so those two, who appear always engrossed with one 
another, can actually quarrel!' Tactile demonstration of affection is 
not out of place in a relationship defined by intimacy and fontlneqs, 
but so often has it been reported that aloofness and show of 
disinterest have colluded to undermine intimate spousal relationships. 
This background accounts for the inclusion of this segment in this 
test. 



Analytic strength of the test instrument (Psychometric 
Properties) 

Reliability 

To establish the reliability rating of the test similar statistical methods 
as were employed in the case of previous tests were deployed. A pilot 
study was carried out making use of pilot participants who have 
earlier confessed to the fact that thcy arc currently involvcd in an 
active intimate relationship with a spouse (Age range 25-45 year\). 
The participants were purposively selected and encouraged to 
respond to the items in each of the subscalcs. The instrulncnt urns 
cl~eclted for error variance of time (so a\ to justiry external reliability 
status) after a second administration of the test to the same ~ T O I I P  of 
participants four weeks apart. When the data gcneratcd by the two 
separate tests were computed using the relevant correlatron 
coefficient statistics, a high correlation coefficient was obtainccl (r = 
0.8 1). This result was considered high enough to support con\i\tency. 
111 checking for internal validity rating of the test. scores of the pilot 
participants for part A and part B subscales of the test, were 
compared and a high co~~elat ion coefficient (r = 0.88) was round. 
This result attests to a high degree of correspondence between the 
sco14cs obtained from thc two different parts of the same test, thus 
justifying the level of internal reliability that can equally be produced 
by (lie split half technique of ascertaining reliability coefficient. 

Validity 
The test items contain constructs and cue words that were drawn 
fro111 hot11 the social and personality specialization field\ of 
psychology. Thesc words arc cxpectcd to be rccognisablc to scn\oned 
academics whose specialisations have been in the field of psychology 
and who havc bccn full faculty mcmbcrs in the dcpartmcnt ut 
psychology for a minimum of ten years. 60 cue words were isolated 
and presented to I0 (M=7, F=3, Rank: 4 Professors, 2 Readers and 4 
Scnior Lccturcrs) acadcmic ~llcmbcrs who fell into the catcgory 
presented above. The 60 words contain 40 words drawn randomly 
from the cue words used in the items constituting the test, and mixed 
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with 20 other words drawn from thc cognitive/clinical specialization 
field of psychology. This cue words were presented to the experts to 
identify. recognize and tick (4)  which field of psychology they are 
mostly used. 90% of the ten experts were able to correctly recognize 
the entire cue words presented for both personality and social 
psycl~ology fields as belonging to their rightful fields. This is taken as 
evidence in support of the content validity o-f this test. 

Construct validity check is an effort in the direction of proving Illat 
the hypothetical const~ucts used actually do approximate the true 
meaning of the abstract constructs they are meant to represent. For 
exa~nple, one may wonder whether the word 'extroversion' truly 
captures a description in the directioll of hyperactive, outspoken, and 
showy behaviour that it is meant to symbolize. To ascertain this 
therefore, it is expected that an average rcsgondent who assesses self 
as outspoken and restless most of the times, by retunling a high score 
for cue words depicting 'extroversion' would return lower scores for 
cue words suggesting positive assessment in the direction of' 
'introversion' which describes a recessive, unobtrusive hilt 
achievement-prone individual. To check this out, an intcr itcrn 
correlation coefficient statistics was used to analyze the scores of 
pilot partkipant (N=50, M=28, F=22. Mean age 35) to a sampled part 
(part B) of the test. Thc correlation coefficient of the items prcsenlcd 
attests to a high degree of construct validity rating of the test, Sor 
example, constructs like 'introversion' and 'extroversion', correlate 
negatively (r = 0.26), while 'openness to experience' corr.clnte 
positively with 'agreeableness9(r = 0.84). These construct relativily 
are supported by social norm expectation dynamics as emphasized i n  
social psychology literature. 

Standardization scores and scoring methods for the test are a~~ailable 
in the test manual for the scalc. 

Conclusion 

My research activities focus essentially on the socio-educational 
aspect of Counselling, Social, and Personality Psychology with 
special emphasis on techniques of enhancing human personality 
development. In this area, I have concentrated efforts on exploring 



those institution-related (marriage, school, policy formulators ctc.) 
psychological factors that are capable of militating against optimum 
human performance in assigned tasks. To achieve this, I have 
attempted to highlight the inherent aversive factors capable of 
inhibiting desirable behaviours. This is because if they are left 
immanaged, the deficit or excess behaviours likely to arise there-from 
can work actively to impair behaviour development with the resultant 
effect of incapacitating optimal human functioning and therefore 
cause sustained personality related psychological illnesses, such as 
stress induced hypertension, low self-esteem, insomnia, sustained 
death wish, Frustration, aggression, state of helplessness, and an onset 
of schizophrenic disorder. I have developed successful intervention 
programmes (described above) that tested valid and reliable in 
providing help in this direction. 

My target research sub.jects have been individuals that fall within the 
adolescence and pre-adult or youth age developmental group. This 
age bracket is unique and provides fertile research opportunities 
because thc adolescence (1 3-1 8 years) and the Youth (1 8-25) periods 
of human growth are marked by ambivalence, anxiety and confusion. 
The individual at this stage of lifc is confronted with the need to make 
occupational choice, break social barriers, like socializing across 
gender boundaries and forging a stable personality profile that would 
usher him or her into adulthood. In this regard, my research activities 
have been directed at addressing various psychological problems that 
adolescents and youths may have to contend with in the pecirliar 
Nigerian environment where systemic growth enhancers, such as 
sustainable regenerative societal values are yet in the process of being 
developed. 

During my humble beginnings, it would have amounted to a 
grandiose pipe dream to think that one day I will stand before a crowd 
of eminent scholars and respected academics to deliver a lecture of 
this kind. Because the circumstances that prevailed in the rural 
community of my birth then, can only encourage youto aspire to be a 
school teacher, or at most a B.A. Dip. Ed. Fourah Bay school 
principal, but God in his infinite mercies has continued to direct my 
footsteps and shaped the circumstances of my daily experience in a 
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~y that made 111e suspect early that I might be designed .for greater 
tasks in life. IIe blessed m e  wit11 a lather who would neither 
conlp~.omisc excellcnce nor accept any excuse .for. f:iilure. Tharik God 
[hat he is still alive arid kicking today. He sponsored me through 
school when sevcr:ll convenient alteniatives for not doing so availed 
aplenty like securing a job as a clerk. sharing a space wit11 him i n  his 
large farmstead or becoming a buy and sell trader. To him and rny 
late mother. Mama Estlier Aina Elegbeleye: of blessed memory. I 
seize this opportunity to register my sincere a],preci.~t' ion. 

Having been sponsorecl by a visionary father could not in itself lirtve 
ensured an ilnfettercd' academic journey if other coml?ulsory life 
accessories had not remained const:int :ind supportive. For cxamplc, 
J'm clear in my mind that if 1 had married a different wife other- 

than my wife of thirty years, Mrs Christy Oluwaloni Elegbeleye. nee 
Omotoyc, who in the manner of every God sent wives stood by mc 
tlirough thick and thin. the story today would not be what i t  is. I seize 
this opportunity to express my heartfelt gratitude to her. My siblings. 
indeed. also play a big role i n  shaping my life positively. They are 
now making waves in their various callings; I express my sinccrc 
thanks to them for sh:iring with me the unplcsssnt moments ancl 
providing the lifts that fliel the will to s~ruggle on. My childrer~ who 
have now 



. . . .  . 
o n  to d l l  ! c ; I : ; -  . . ram God. -. 

'l'lieq; h:lvc bccn a soul-ce of i~~.ltneasi~l-al>le joy t:o mc. wit.hout \vhicll 1 
rvould Iiavc lost my checrfi~l disposition and remain comp:liiionlcss. 
They too dcscrt:c a big mention anytime rl!e s1.nl-y o f  rny lit2 is told. 
To thcrn, Oladapo i\yodc.ji. Olsdiipo Ayadarnope. Oladayo Ayoh:rmi, 
I say :I cliccrful th:ltik YOU. TO my I.c:uI:~I. by-sitters :it tlie OAfi Staff 
Club. whcrc I \i;:ts once ~~~.csicient, :md the various stuilents, th:it have 
contl-ibutcd to -tr.tilizing my kno~~:ledgc :ind tencliing o-f Psychology, 
I ackno\vlcdgc the conq~lcrnt.ntar role you all have played being 
rood compa~iiorrs along my career path, I scizc this opportunity to 
L.. 

cxpscss l i ly S~TICCSC' 1Ii;lnks. ?'o Iny social fl-iends \iyho span the entire 
campus and Ile - If'c eti\:irons, T thank you for tlic ~ne~iio~.i\blc 
morncnts yo11 ~ V C  shared wit.11 me. 'Po :ill of yo11 zood people, from 
ail walh-s of life kv-110 have sl~ared your valuable timc to listcn to this 
lecture, I thank you :~titI ~vish you a safe jjourncy back to youl- 
dcstin:itions. Thank you all. 

Xcllct-. (4. (1963) Individual I'sg'cholng~ of 4lfrect Xdlel-. Ye\% Yosk: 
Pcrcn11i:tl. T'asis 

Xnclerson. ('. X.. Rcrhortit~, L.. Doiuicsstcin, E., I.Iucsm;rnn, L. R.. 
Joii~isoti, J .  13.. Liw. I).. hI:il:t~~iiith. N. bl., and JV:lrtellu. E. (2003). 
"Thc lnfl ilcnce of 5ledi:i \'iolcncc on Youth." Psqchological Science 
in the T'~lblic Intel-cst. 3(3) 
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